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GYhafl /gdofa louse wou/a' you puf here 2 

After the war. somebody's s going to put 
up n new holes on that pretty rise of 
ground that overlooks the river Lend 

just outside of the town line. Nothing 
elaborate. Just a pretty little house 
snuggled into the trees as though it be- 

longed there. 

Somebody else may buy the old Ward 
farm. There shohdd la: many a gall day's 
hunting in those rolling fields and hack 
through the work over to tise Slate "owl. 

Yes. sounehosly's going to buy it. Frae c. 

body's always coming along, with a 

dream and a little money, and doing 
the things we'd p std unreels seed 

do someday. 

But this linse. why can't that "some- 
body.' be your 

Look-suppose you put part of your 
luny into War Bonds each payday -not 
10% or 1. %, but all you cuss. And keep 

putting it away, week after week, pay- 
day after payday. Here's what (happens: 

Before you know it, you get so you 
hardly miss that money. And if you do 
miser it.. you've got something better to 
replace it the knowledge that you, per- 
sonally. are helping to insure a steady 
flow of planes and tanks mid gnus to the 
men who fight. The knowledge that you, 
l urwually, have hued the mark and are 
helping to will the war. 

YOU'VE DONE YOUR BIT... 
BUY MORE 

'rhea, one of these days, when peace 
has come again, the m y you've put 
away starts coming bask to you. And 
bringing more money with it -you get 
four dollars for every three you put in! 

When that day comes. you can get out 
your pewit and start figuring just what 
kind of house you'll put on the river bend. 

But to make sure that day dues come, 
you'd better do this: get ont your pencil 
right now and start figuring, not haw 
little you can save in War Bonds, but 
nom touch. Chances are, you've done 
your bit and are doing it right now. 
But dont slop them! Raise your sights 
-do your Is.rl: 

NOW DO YOUR BEST 

WAR BONDS 

This advertiremoJ i., u ronlrilrut' tu .I hurries'.. all.ud our effort by 
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soothing *t' e 
1re A144` J iTs t 

"Songs by MORTON DOWNEY" 
with 

Raymond Paige's Orchestra 
BLUE NETWORK 3:00 P.M. E.W.T. 

MONDAY THRO FRIDAY 

PRESENTED BY THE COCA -COLA COMPANY 
AND BOTTLERS OF COCA -COLA IN 166 CITIES 

''TUNE IN" 
¡or 

COMPLETE RADIO ENJOYMENT 

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT 
Because of transportation problems and present day paper 
conservation policies you can avoid disappointment by having 
Tune In" sent to your home regularly every month. Coupon. 

below, for your convenience. 

only $1.50 
FOR 'TWELVE EXCITING ISSUES 

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS CONVENIENT COUPON NOW 

TUNE IN 
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA 
RADIO (.TTY, N. Y. 

Please enter my subscription for one year to "Tune In." My money 
order for 51.50 is attached. 

NAME 

ADDRFSS 

CITY STATE 

LE'I I ER) 
TO THE EDITOR 

THE WORLD TODAY" 

Tmntieen. 
hat World T.day" writeup in your 

Met issue certainly hit the spot h 
me I 
!tough the, family's! 

the 
.sailor: down 

to dinner at that time lie had a hard 
the past intimidating the kids 

so 
time 

íazilitt 

theeyO he quiet and Rates too tit put prop up that hand, 
nap you printed against the wear howl 
anti follow the broadrk around the 

world together, It makes the whole 
thing an much more reel for all of u 

° 1011N FRANTF 
E loehh.g New York 

GARRY MOORE 

tMm 
,How whout giving Garry Moore rt.' When the little with the 

1. owing -ne on the 
Aider, morning 

things w expected of Program. 
when e gets a chance to Yaw 

ruff on .a big night show, what happen,' 
The mere that be combined him 

ulm Jimmy Durant, whore hearty 
nmplelely submerge, the whim. 

oral tlarry OYenhadow'ed by the 
nehnoarola. f 

' 
eery .Mean! get m of 

chance to project his own al, e of 
mno, through the mike 

a1.FRKU KURT 
MAUI. Neu York 

enllemen 
Iu. ) think 1 that 

insrry Mu morn hertubllnlled' 
That would really be wonderful I like 
hin Iwans about 

little 
r illoww rin 

end Miau( the little gnulboOgden Nash 
renn, haz competition men. 

U I. SMITH 
t tee. PenneYRanbr 

Editor a No rollerllon 
cry m has a been definitely plan. 

tied yet t. Perlin ps they will he pnnllahed 
.dole time In the futon 

AN ANNOUNCER'S OPINION . ntlamen 
Mooing 

l , 
adio s r horn 

rober of year.. I feel qualified tu lass 
lodgment i n your magazine. It is matty 

fine Mier-glom for the tired Mtinee,- 
nal education for the radio 

rad a unfailing sin of in- 
terest have been In radio 

ut°dcanling stations loon rapacity or 
ut her. IThls an oelual ISdI" ..f 

mien.. of mine 
tiON AMELIotts 

l'lucnito. Illlnola 

APOLOGIES TO MR. WRIGHT NILYARD 

In Ole Noyemher Imite of TUNE. IN 
Ilr11.r. lilroraol il the bottom of 

,able broad. 
sel audience Is 

made up of the 
role -mein 

here of Florida 
late Prison, 

town 
nall" seated 
in toe audience, 

urth from 
the left In the 
Iront row. was 
Mr Wright 
II IIYard of 

lckea ville. 
Florida. whom 
Picture &prelim 

inmate 
n 

e 
m r h been an 

of Florida State Prison He 
Le lacksorani nvllle business man. and 
the time the picture w taken. w 
attending the brwduat In the Interest 
of the Office of Price Administration. 

Instruct the "Inmate who toe 

out Ration 
to assist in the Issuance 

f Ratlw Book No 1. Mr. Hltyard 

wmthen 
s gant of the Superintendent 

the Florida Slate Prison. 
TUNE IN regrets any Inconvenience 

the publication of this picture may have 
sed Mr. tH an lYard.and offers Ita el, 

glee to him 
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RADIOQUIZ 
HILDEGARDE 

GUEST QUIZARD 

'.OVEN IEMCEI OF NBC S BEAT THE SANO' 

I Jerry. Dec ami Jack are three char- 2 5 galg star of her own show, she 
aciers in mystery: (A) Suspense (B) had her naine from the popular song. 
Mystery Theatre (C) I Love a Mystery (A) Virginia (B1 Dinah (C) Man 

2 One of this comic's (avant, neigh- 4 Gaping National Barn Dance singen 
bons is: (A) Mn. Nussbaum (B) (A) Pearl & Acuff (B) Lulu 

. Mrs. Boxbaum (C) Mrs Fussturm Belle & Scotty I( i) Lewis & Groh 

S Seated on Bergen's lap is Charlie's His imuals are D. E. and he's boss 
nval. (A) Mummer Snoop (B) Mon of (A) Truth or Consequences (B) 
timer Snetd (Cl Mortimer Snooks People are Funny (C) Hobby Lobby 

7 The favorite lag lair of this famous 
comedienne is (A) I Dead It (B) 
Ins a be -ad girl (C) Why, Daddy, 

R This flourishing moustache is gone 
from the face of: (A) Mutton Bowes 

f B) Joe Howard (C1 Cecil B. DeMille 

ANSWERS ON PAGE 47 

2 

LETTERS (tonhnuedi 

SERIALS 

Na.n lr nink, :, suKgesta.' Why dun'i 
radio a 

t 
nouncers for 

s 
inl, make e o 

habit of Inning the n 
p 

the e he 
actrs and the real n of the eeuele 
who, take the nerfs before or after earl. 
Program. 

1 m Frank Lovejoy fan In m 
he Meal. every ahem M' on 

from the ,tars Rut he became my 14 
urge lust voice when I firm 
and hip. I listened to hl owe on 

and un fur year before I realised tw 
had name 

PHYLLIS GORDON 
Brockton Mas.arhoa,tt 
Ihrer Mrs 

1'm of ;woo. listen 
to daytime aerial. and , always an- 
noy lu hear the announcer 

c iPeu 
he 

name the rmodu ,nh 
interim no radio people chink foal 
housewives can, e awn -Rinse" 

HEALY FI.IAN y.rolne Nlvhgau 

BERGEN AND O NELIA 
'. ear Editor 

oidrelta's certainly 
M 's 

- t, toklnK K 
dering that ,hr malty only Edgar 

Hergens are Ent n punletlover from 
way hark nl have Iole slew to 
them down the basement with alt 
kinds or heads from paler and rags 1 

potati Pol I'd n tried lu, u,Ins 
my hind w heal 

never 
Now Pv, 

got hot Melt. 
ew 

M for hnAl'' ott 
family thanks to 

JUNE HASTINGS 
savannah Georsh, 

SOLDIER MAIL 
liver 

I' like 1 

. 
.rig 

-Tonight I'll Live Lae Night Over" 
TIM. a may not m wren to coo 

ute t soldiers stationed far awn, 
Heir IomeR 

w 

nd loved unes it 
means 
trom 

greet deal 
1 

n 
am from Chicago, and no job at 

Present is guarding f 
The rent. of this r creole tingle 

P and down my opine. and Inspire me 
to do everything I e . hein Shorten 
the w The proper kind or mush 
helps taie radie the mind and n 
the soldier w nut le earl concentrate 
hotter on his work 

PRIVATE , IS NOONAN 
Vamp menther Oklahoma 

Ynr Nin 
Could you nid space in rune valuable 

rad very ale magasine fora plcI 
tore of the singer in "Walla time " I 
have yet to know what they hvik like 
although 1 have listened to thAl pro 
gram for n long Om. 

M SMITH 

" ruble rm Reo . 

E.htor s note W m. I. ratio, ...es 

MORE ABOUT SINATRA 
Y,r g 

Sometimes 1 w Ir normal 
here ITS ,ner ail n ary 
lineal In feet I 

in every tits him Ynr the month I very 
ms Karlta Sinatra mu Nouten Ans< 
ln my (acorns m It 

w 

the a lea 
the 

from 
the cover of the hoary TONi'mIN 

rtera the ran, 
loh general I, of Pinke Tom Ih, 

MORE 
thing PIA''' 1 bra u! You NO 

k10ow NINA 
Nov that, off my 

much 
few 

goo, 
or In lall You haw murk I Brain 

welt magazine t with Bin 
a Get hoot rar onelee Algal 

of the brat e and <lhttn read 
your magazine 11'R lwnyn Irren tops 

nil, y Rennn at I < ((shoal 
GLORIA ORZA YOHnYTN 

Wienton Oho 
Dear Sir 

Thankr 
f 

that story by 
to Hin Swell al ernuetra such acne s. 

"mahl ('all for love. "Paper Doll." 
and "You Siede Me Love You Per 

rally. I think letting hin, ging n 
t bens Ilke "Pistol Pensil Marna" and 

"Oh, what a Beautlrul Morning- won't 
keen him on the list of awooners lung 

The girl, go wild when Frankie .Inge 
eons whirl. suits him tt, pleas, Kitt 

Nlnalre love sm K, to miir 
M h 

Prrolleho. Oreg.. 
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AROUND THE NETWORKS 

H. V. Kaltenborn's Twenty Year Club cele- 

brates its second anniversary this month. The 
club was founded April 4, 1942, on the NBC 
analyst's twentieth anniversary as a news com- 
mentator, and is composed entirely of radio vet- 
erans with a record of service stretching over 
two decades or more. Among the members are 
17 who have been in radio for 30 years, and 
five who have been in the industry for 35. 

The new crop of comedians which radio produces each year no longer 
come up the hard way. Such oldtimers as Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor and 
Jack Benny were seasoned by grueling years of one -night stands in 
vaudeville before they climbed to. fame. Youngsters like Ralph Edwards, 
John Reed King and Garry Moore, however, have leaped into the 
comedy field from other jobs in radio itself- either as announcers or 
quizmasters. 

l'hough Quentin Reynolds knew little about 
American radio when he first appeared on 
"Salute to Youth," his authoritative comments 
won him immediate popularity. So overwhelm- 
ing was audience response that, when "Salute 
to Youth" went off the air, the former BBC. 

newscaster and war correspondent was signed 
at once for both CBS's "Report to the Nation" 
and Mutual's show, "Victory Is Our Business." 

NBC has already worked out elaborate plans for covering the Demo- 
cratic and Republican nominating conventions. Day -by -day reports of 
proceedings and special pickups will be broadcast to listeners in this 
country and by shortwave to troops overseas. In addition, sound motion 
pictures will be flown to New York City for preseniation over NBC's 
television station WNBT. 

The "Breakfast at Sardis" program has become so popular that local 
stations affiliated with Blue are organizing benefit parties patterned 
after the California radio original. Though emcee Tom Breneman can- 
not be present at each of these parties himself, he sends the traditional 
orchids by air express. 

NBC's public service feature, The Inter -American University of the 
Air, has added another famous name ro an already impressive roster 
by signing Archibald MacLeish for its newest series, "American Story" 
(heard Saturdays at 7 P.M. E.W.T.). In addition to acting as writer - 
narrator for this literary cavalcade of the Americas, the poet and Li- 
brarian of Congress plans to experiment with new and more dramatic 
uses of sound effects. 

Publicity buildups for the NBC show, "Johnny 
Presents," have often emphasized mistress of 
ceremonies Ginny Simms' openhearted acts of 
kindness to servicemen guests and other men 
in uniform. Less likely to .make the headlines, 
however, are the songstress' private charities, 
such as her regular Thursday evening visits to 
the home of a bedridden girl in Los Angeles, 
to give the youngster private singing lessons. 
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DETECTING TOOK A HOCIDAT wink CBS -Come Dot - 

or "Sloane listened toa playback of his performance 
with Corms Simms on NBC. Johnny Preseas" 

INK COMEDY TEAM AMOS 'N ANDY spend half their air time pulling verbal rabbits nus of 
hats. But when amateur magician Chester Morris recently guested on the show, he turned 
she tables and amazed Gosden (Arno!) and Correll (Andy] by producing a hve lme. 

.1 /miti, Radio /Boer 

REAL -LIFE NUSRAND of Gloria Morgan, the actress who plays Les Damon's 
wife on the CBS "Thin Man' series, is announcer Ernest Chappell. 
The couple are shown at New York's night spot. Cafe Society t 'prawn 

'MACS "MYSTERY THEATRE" CAST had a lot of fun holding a wake fat 

Adolph Hitler. Here Jay Flippen poses for a wacky cariarure 6) 

Jolly Bill Steinke, while Geoffrey Barnes kibitzes Irons the sidelines 
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A MUSICAL FAMILY REUNION takes place whenever diminutive coloratura soprano Lily Pons 

of Metropolitan Opera fame, appears as a singing guest on husband Andre Kostelaneta 

program The Pause That Refreshes on the Air," heard Sunday afternoon, over CBS 

MATHEMATICAL WIZARD Joel Kupperman, .year -old 
wonder of Blue's 'Quiz Kids,' demonstrates that 
he tan rail, figure the income tax on his salary. 

A "SNACK" OF OUTDATED SCRIPTS is fed rn -Miss Blue' by Mane Paterson, 
sestetary to supervisor Gene Rouse, who received the goat, carefully 
crated. as a present from an anonymous- and nature.loving admirer 

JUNIOR'S AT IT AGAIN! The 'bad little boy" doesn't even behave in a 

Navy plane. Hr's trying to give a sleeping sailor the hot foot on a camp 
visit with the entire cast of NBC's "Red Skehnn and Company" show. 
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'jovt 

fat I 

- how lucky that 
I wore my 

lovely /1 

tilkail 
powder 

Face Powder $1.00 
Perfume $1.23 to $10.00 
(All prim plus mu) 

- ó Oo VUtIUtJ 
HHw YtIHr 

Tw I. "Hur:. i. Hsw..e.. ".t.r.ina Dirk H.r ati. 
merk tim A...d...d R., Hirt.. tire - 

Th.rd., ....t... Cal..bi. H.inrk, 

6 

OF MIKES 
AND MEN 

BJ 

LAURA HAYNES 

Prominent Leap Year casualty is none 

other than CHARLIE MCCARTHY, 
who was proposed to by fan mail -and 
accepted. Now NBC's lumbering Lotha- 
rio is engaged, and 7- year -old SHARON 
LYNN O'BRIEN, of Long Beach, Cali- 
fornia, has a tiny diamond ring to prove 
it! 

MONTY WOOLLEY's lrxs riant beard 
may have been shock to dean -shaven 
Hollywood, when be first swam into its 
ken, but it was no novelty to radio, 
when Monty got bis own show over 
CBS ... Latter network has quite a 

corner on the beaver market. Facial 
foliage conceals the features of two of 
FRED ALLEN'S Mighty Art Players, 
hefty JACK SMART and fiery- haired 
EVERETT SLOANE . . . Veteran 
HOUSE JAMISON of "Crime Doctor' 
bas a pure white beard, while JOSE 
FERRER of 'The Family Hoar" bas a 
dark and villainous one -for his stage 
role of logo in "Othello." 

* * 
LEONARD WARREN is a real "Blue" 
ribbon winner. Not only does the big 
baritone sing regularly on that network's 
"What's New ? " - and occasionally on 
their opera broadcasts from the Met- 
but he got his start by winning the 
same web's "Metropolitan Auditions of 
the Air" some four years ago' 

Before "Amos ': Andy" dap, FREE- 
MAN F. GOSDEN and CHARLES J. 

CORRELL had mild Jame as a sing- 
ing team on both radio and records. 
Their palter sales were only so-so - 
except for one disc that went like bot 
cakes. Hoping to learn the secret of 
their success, the NBC duo carefally 
examined their best -seller. They found 
out, as soon as they turned it over. On 
the other side seas a recording by 
GENE AUSTIN, the CROSBY-SINA- 
TRA of that der. 

There's more scholarship in radio than 
most professors would deem possible 

South Dakota -born, Canadian- educated 
JUDITH EVELYN -- the "Mrs. Mini- 
ver" of CBS -was the first director of 
plays at Manitoba University and her 

master's thesis on dramatist GER- 
HART HAUPTMANN is still required 
reading there. JAY "Mr. District Attor 
ney JOSTYN (of whom more on 

pages 32.3) holds a teachers certihcarc 
in dramatics from the Wisconsin Con- 

servatory of Music -and has been very 

successful lecturing before high school 
and college radio classes. MILTON 
CROSS has a diploma as an accredited 
musical supervisor for public schools - 
which must come in mighty handy for 
his chores on Blue's "Chamber Music 
Society of Lower Basin Street"' 

Tip to people who puzzle over the odd 
dedications arzbors put in their books: 
The "LITTLE JOHNSTON" referred 
to ite MA /OR GEORGE FIELDING 
EUOT's new volume, "Hour of Tri- 
rspb," is his pet name for his wile. 
Johnston is the middle name of the 
former JUNE HYND who- before her 
marriage to the CBS military analyst- 
bed her own series on the air as NBC's 
assistant di of women's pro- 
grams. "Little' is life -size, for ¡be burly 
commentator's bride is just short of 
five feet tall.' 

Did you know that Mutual commentator 
BOAKE CARTER is also a portrait 
painter? He's done more than 100 and 
once earned his living that way 

* * * 
Names Department: Puzzling panel of 
children's photos in the office of JOHN 
CHARLES THOMAS is simply a pic- 
torial record of the many babies who 
bave been named after the NBC sing- 
ing star ... CARLETON MORSE, pro- 
lific author of such radio successes as 

"One Man's Family" (NBC) and "I 
Love a Mystery" (CBS), was born ses 

the aptly -tilled Oregon town of Talent' 

Favorite radio story (Eastern War Time 
centers around the 9 P.M. spot on Wed 
nesday night, which wags are no. 
calling The Battle of the Senses Ix 
cause CBS has FRANK SINATRA 
"The Voice," NBC has EDDIE CAN 
TOR, "The Eyes." and Blue has DUN 
NINGER, "Thu. Braun' ' P.S Consni 
enng the human qualities he puts inn, 
the news, don't you suppose we ((rd: 
call GABRIEL HEATTER whos uo 

at the same time, over Mutual -Tin 
Heart 

* * * 

Pet anerdose making the round, of 
Western broadcasting studio, n SO. 

story of the agent who wan singsng th. 
praises of an unknown actor to CELII 
UNDERWOOD, producer of NBC 
"Fibber McGee and Molly" and "Th. 
Great Gildersleeve." The super-sales 
man used such glowing terms that (.rail 
finally said. "Oh, go away -next thine 
you'll tell me be', a safe bet bear,. 
be's 4 -F." "Better than that." beamed 
the agent, "be', ea enemy else..'. 
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hL 1 b. 12 TUNE IN APRII, 1944 

HOW I PAID MY INCOME TAX 
OR YOU CAN'T DO BUSINESS WITH BERGEN 

IT happens this way, see - I'm sittin' 
in my study nonchalantly marking a 

deck of cards, when who pops his beezer 
in the door but Bergen --the Swedish 
nightingoon. From the look in his eye, 

I can see he's about to lay the ground- 
work for a double- cross. 

"Charlie," he says, with a look of 

by CHARLIE McCARTHY 

fatherly affection in his good eye, "I'd 
like to talk to you.' 

"See my secretary for an appoint- 
ment," I says demurely, and perhaps 
I can squeeze you in about half past 

Thursday." 
"Now, Charlie," he says, -we've been 

together a long time, haven't we' . I had 

to admit that this had the basis of truth 
and he continued, rubbing his hands, 

And we've been very, very close.- 
Yes," I cracked, "especially you: 

I've known him long enough never ru 
agree with anything he says until I find 
out what cooks. That's why I stall him 
off in this case -- with polite chitchat. 

ICONrtIOEO ON NEXT PAW 
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HOW I PAID MY INCOME TAX (continued) 

Next he goes into that hardship 
routine. He says, "Charlie, I've done a 

lot for you, with the thought in mind 
that you'd be a comfort to me in my 
old age." 

"Well, haven't I ?" 1 says, thumbing 
an old copy of Esquire. 

"Well, anyway,' he continues, "today 
there's a little matter which I would 
like to discuss with you." As soon as 

he says "little matter," I know it has 

something to do with my allowance. And 
sure enough, he whips out an official- 
looking card and says, "Sign here." 

"Oh, no, you don't,- says I. "Let me 
see what I'm signing." He gives me 

some double talk about an Employees - 

withholdingexemptioncertificate. I ask 

him to drag that past a little slower. It 
turns out to be a form from.the Collec- 
tor of Infernal Refuge. 

"Bergen, I refuse to sign anything un- 

til I've called my lawyer," I says. But 
before I can reach for the phone, he 

shoves a pen in my hand and points to 
a dotted line. Of course, I'm not going 
to stand for this stuff without reading 
it, so I looks it over. It turns out to be 

the new Pay As You Go tax plan. If I 

gotta pay as I go, I'm gonna stay right 
here. 

Anyway, there's three boxes to check. 

The first one says, "Married person liv- 
ing with husband" That lets me out. 
You know I'm not living with my hus- 

band. I left him ... the brute beat me. 

The next box says, "Single person not 
married, not .head of family, not nah- 
in'." That's comin closer. The third one 
covers my case exactly... "Single hus- 

band not married." So I check it off. 
Before I sign, I ask Bergen for a 

breakdown on this shakedown. And he 

says the government wants 20% of my 
salary. This is ridiculous on the face of 
it, 'cause I don't make that much. 

"But, Charlie," says Bergen, with one 
hand in my pocket, "the government 
needs money, and money doesn't grow 
on trees." The only answer to that one 

I could think of was "Yours did." And, 
anyway, I just ain't got the mazoola- 
the happy cabbage. 

"What about your piggy bank ?" asks 

Bergen, trying another angle. "Don't 
you have anything in that ?" 

"Not a sow," I says, "not a sow." 
"Thais the trouble with you, Charlie. 

he says, turning on the heat, "you're too 
careless with your money. I sometimes 
wonder where it all goes." 

"Can I help it if I'm a spendthrift ?" 

I says. "A penny here and a penny there 
and before I know it. a whole nickel's 

gone. And Bergen says, "l'har's lug 
the trouble -a fool and his money are 

soon parted." If that's the case, why do 
I have so much trouble getting any from 
him' 

"Nevertheless," says Bergen, "you will 
have to figure our 20% of your salary 

and pay it to the government." So I 

starts to work on it. I puts down 75e. 

It looks so small on the paper that I 

tear it up and write it in five -inch 

numbers. 

That doesn't help much, so I start to 

figure: "Twenty times 75 is what I got 

to get.. . First, I multiply zero times 

iero. It comes out a goose egg. Then I 

multiply zero times seven 4nd I get an- 

other zero. I've done all that work and 

what do I have to show for it? Nothin' 
- -so I take another tack. Five into two 

goes ... oh, oh, it doesn't work. There's 

no use forcing it, so I drop the seven 

and push in another goose egg. I sauté 

the goose egg, slop it around, and the 

whole thing comes out I except 

February, which has 244." 

Bergen brings up the question of ex- 

penses, so I decide to make a list of 

my assets and liabilities. When I get 

through, it looks something like this: 

AMONG CHARLIE'S ASSETS. AN UNSUSPECTING CARD -PLATER. EDGAR RERGEN'S SIGNALS - AND A FEW EXTRA ACES FOR EMERGENCY 
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AMONG CHARLIE'S LIANSITIES -. 
BERGEN HIMSELF (ACCORDING TO M.CARTHYI, FOE W. C. FIELDS - AND THAT THREATENING SAW! 

ASSETS 
One scout knife with broken blade 
One sling shot (pre -war rubber) 
One deck of cards (three misting) 
Two glass doorknobs 
One horses tooth (bicuspid) 
One pair of loaded dice 
Four telephone slugs 
Buycle chain with missing link 
Horned toad (see top bureau drawer) 
IVillyt-Knight radiator cap (vintage '22) 
Marbles -6 aggies -t realie 
One forged report card (slightly bent) 
Yo -yo with broken string 

LIABILITIES 
Bergen 
Bad debts (25g to Bergen) 
Mortgage on scooter bike (held by Fifth 

National Bank- President. Skinny 
Dugan) 

Bergen 
Miniature golf course 
4g owed for gum drops (try and get it) 
Bergen 
D in history 
One unsigned report card 

Bottle of hair ionic bought for Bergen 
(total loss) 

A set of military brushes (ditto) 

After I subtracted the liabilities from 
the assets--or is it the other way around? -I find that my net income runs into 
four figures -all zeros. The way I figure 
It, the only way for me to pay this is 

for Bergen to raise my allowance. I ex- 
plain this to him as gently as possible. 
Picking himself up off the floor, he 
snaps the double lock on his pocketbook. 

"The whole thing is so ridiculous," 
I says. "The way things are now, I just 
can't afford to earn a living." He said, 
You shouldn't feel that way -you're in 

the lower brackets." I ,aid, "Lower 
brackets, nothing - I'm on the bottom 
shelf." 

Then he gives me that Alcatraz rou- 
tine. "You're going to jail :' he exclaims. 

"I'll call my lawyer," I barked. "I'll 
get out a writ of hideous corpuscle, nol 
Ismtendre, and epso saltso." 

'But, Charlie," he interrupts. 
'Don't Charlie me," I said, "There's 

more here than meets the F.B.I. I'll 
tight this thing, Bergen. I'll rake it 
to the highest court in the land." I'm 
lettin' off steam, when I happen to turn 
the blank over. Bergen says, "You'll 
have ro pay this or else..." 

"Wait a minute," I shouts, "Not so 

fast, bucket -head. .. I just happened to 
look on the back of the card and I just 
happened to see a most amazing fact." 

"What do you mean ?" Bergen cracks. 
'What do I mean ?" says I, in my best 

legal manner. "I shall quote: 'Withhold- 
ing tax shall not apply where the indi- 
vidual makes less than twelve dollars a 

week.' " 4 
"But, Charlie..." says Bergen. 
"But, Bergen," says I. "You louse.. 

you've ultra- violeted my trust." 
"I'm sure I can explain," says Bergen. 

"I was only trying to look out for my- 
self-I mean the government." 

"Why, you penny- pincher," I shouts. 
"Get away from me... Don't touch me 

... Leggo my la -pel, Bergen, before you 
steal my coat! I'll clip you, so help me 

HI mow you down!" 
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THE MUSICAL MAESTRO USES SCIENTIFIC 

MEASURES TO PRODUCE JAll TREASURES 

TUNE IN MON. TNRU EN. 14S I.M., E.W.E. ICISJ 

THE twentieth century is always referred 
ro as the age of science. But, until 

recently, modem American jazz re- 

mained outside the sphere of mathemat- 
ical accuracy, drawing its inspiration 
largely from the emotions and ad -lib- 
bing improvisations of the musicians 
who played it. 

Now, however, science has invaded 
the jazz field in the person of Raymond 
Scott, CBS composer -conductor. The 
up- and -coming idea man has already 
demonstrated that cold, precise methods 
can produce some of the hottest num- 
bers in the world. Gifted both with 
musical imagination and an engineering 
habit of mind, Raymond feels that "for 
years dance band music and jazz has 

been surrounded by a lot of hokum." To 
him, the most important thing about 

jazz is having a good beat, and a happy, 
joyous sound. It stimulates the listener 
and makes him feel grand. But to say 

that the musician who produces or 
writes it has to drink, smoke marihuana 
or indulge in other peculiar antics to put 
him in rise right mood is just silly. Jazz 

is a regular artistic problem like any 
other. 

Not that the Scott theories have 
always been widely and seriously con- 
sidered by the public. For a long time 
the "professor" was considered slightly 
off the beam -or bean. In the late thir- 
ties, when his famous quintet (com- 
posed of six men) was making jazz 
history with a series of wacky composi- 
tions embellished with grotesque titles, 
newspapers all over the country pub- 
lished interviews and stories listing 

his strange eccentricities. When he got 
up in the morning, so the gag went, the 
maestro was likely to lace up his shoes, 
then park them under the bed and sol- 
emnly parade around in his stocking 
feet. In the course of his daily ablutions, 
the swarthy composer thought nothing 
of turning on one water -tap, filling his 
glass under the other, and then content- 
edly drinking air -without ever know- 
ing the difference. He got that unruly 
mop of jet -black hair into shape by run- 
ning the fingers of his left hand through 
it and waving the comb wildly around 
in the atmosphere with his right. 

All this is very easily explained, says 

Raymond. In the first place, the ordi- 
nary details of living are too irksome to 
be bothered with while a man is in the 
throes of creating. Moreover, most of 
the tall tales are pure fiction. The dark. 
eyed, stocky gent is quite a wag in his 
unmusical moments and got a big kick 
out of telling reporters idiotic anec- 
dotes -until they started ro backfire. 
And by the time he realized that people 
thought he was a nut, it was much too 
late for him ro do anything about it. 

'CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGED 

ZANY AS IT SEEMS, RAYMOND SCOTT'S "SECRET SEVEN" IS COMPOSED OF NINE, OR EVEN TEN, JAll MANIACS -BUT NEVER MERELY SEVEN 
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RAYMOND SCOTT (continued) 

Jf 

RAMMONO USES THE RECORDING MACHINE ON HIS LEFT AS A "PIANIST," TO PLAY SACK THE MELODY WHILE HE FILLS IN COUNTERPOINT 

Now, as for those titles, they're really quite sensible and 
logical if you know the reason for them. "Shortnin' Rice, 
S.R.O., S.R.O." is a Chinese version of "Shortnin' Bread," 
and the train of thought pictured is merely Scott waiting to 
get into a Chop Suey restaurant. The S.R.O. means Standing 
Room Only. Clear? "Bumpy Weather Over Newark" was 

inspired by a series of transcontinental plane trips to Holly- 
wood, to fulfill movie contracts, and represents the intrusion 
of bad weather in New Jersey on the pleasure of the trip. 
Anyone who has ever taken a similar jaunt can understand 
that one 

Of course, there are others that are a bit more esoteric - 
"Stiff Lace and Old Charcoal ... D.M.A.T... D.M.A.T. . 

D.M.A.T.,' for example. But the idea becomes quite simple 
when one realizes that D. M.A.T. stands for "Don't Mean A 

Thing." And "War Dance for Wooden Indians" is ex- 
plained by an Oklahoma legend of a warehouse in which 
are stored a whole tribe of wooden Indians. Once a year, 
the Indians come alive and stamp around in a primitive 
dance. Scott has only supplied the music for then.. Source of 
the legend? Oh, Raymond made it up. Similar reflections 
lurk behind "The Hungry Count, E.H... EFL .. E.H." (Ex 

17 

tremely Hungry), "Reckless Night Aboard an Ocean Liner 
"Dinner Music for a Pack of Hungry Cannibals" and "In 
Subway Far from Ireland 

Real reason for the goofy names is that the stocky musical 
Merlin is completely ear- minded. He chooses phrases to [den 
tify his compositions which have a pleasant and attraarvr 
sound, rather than because they mean anything. Like (rei 
trude Stein, who wrote "A rose is a rose is a rose'. because 

she liked the cadence of the words, Scott believes that word 
groups can have a very significant emotional effect as mys 

terious symbols- without conveying a definire thought to 
the hearer. The unorthodox note juggler will explain "sign,' 
scant blanks," too-at length --to anyone who cares to listes, 

and Is convinced that an orchestra can stop playing entire', 
for a few seconds -and yet, during the silent moment, havi 
tremendous musical impact on the audience. This same ah 

stract theory of the value ofsound for its own sake led hin. 
to call his sextet a quintet, and his present nine -man group 
the "Secret Seven. The combinations of vowels and cons,, 

nano in sextet and Jeerer nine don't vibrate properly In 

Raymond's delicate ear 

Whatever more conventional musicians may think of rh, 
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restless jazz wizard's per notions, a good many of them have 
been loud in their praises of him as a pioneering experi- 
menter. They respect the sound technical skill developed at 
the Institute of Musical Art and watch with interest new 
techniques .for music -making being developed in the elab- 
orately- equipped laboratory in Scott's Westchester home. 

The Brooklyn -born artist himself is not slow to state that 
his music is revolutionary, and stands rapt in ecstasy as he 
hears his own compositions blared out over the six -foot high 
solid mahogany loudspeaker he has designed and built. An 
egotist in the sense that he is completely absorbed in his 
vocation, no sense of false modesty keeps him from objec- 
tively appraising his own work. When he thinks something 
is terrific, he says so-and emphatically. But the orchestral 
alchemist is equally quick to admit to faults when he sees 
them. And a quick, sharp wit, plus a fine ability to laugh at 
himself (though not at his music), keep the homely, likable 
composer's feet on the ground. 

That home laboratory is really something to see. Literally 
thousands of records line the walls -the composer hopes one 
day to have enough so that he can use them instead of wall 
paper. Thorough as he is at gathering together "anything of 
musical, technical or historical interest that has ever been 
recorded," the not -too-orderly jazzophile has never cata- 
logued his huge collection in any way -with the result that 
finding a particular selection is often a mad treasure hunt in 
which the whole family joins. 

Scott's most proud possessions are not records, however, 
but the awe -inspiring array of mechanical contraptions with 
which he makes and plays them. The laboratory has enough 
knobs and bolts in it to double as a stage set for a Franken- 
stein movie. When Raymond Scott still used his real name 
of Harry Warnow, he wanted to be an acoustical engineer - 
until famous brother Mark Wamow convinced him that his 
field was music. (The Raymond Scott monicker came out of 
the Manhattan telephone book -so that Harry wouldn't cash 
in on his brother's success.) At any rate, it seems to the ob- 
server that Raymond has managed to combine both careers -- 
for many of the devices are his own inventions. And nobody's 
allowed to call them "gadgets." either - for to their owner 
the contrivances are scientific aids, essential to music -making 
in the modem world. 

The inventive genius explains that a musician can no 
longer sit and brood over his compositions in a quiet meadow, 
as he did in the old days. In radio particularly, music is a 

business requiring such speed -up tools as permanent recorders 
and "erasable playback devices. Scott himself daydreams up 
new combinations of sound, then plays them right onto a 

record instead of sitting down and painstakingly writing them 
our. Assistants later transcribe the record into a score. Some- 
times, too, he plays, sings or speaks composition to dictation 
men who write them down - thus compressing 120 hours 
of mechanical work into 15. 

These techniques serve not only for the original Scott crea- 
tions pur on the beam by the "Secret Seven," but in develop- 
ing the novel arrangements of popular dance tunes to be 
played by the entire CBS band. When asked what makes his 
band different, the intense baton- wielder replies quite serious- 
ly that the boys are "terrific on purpose." Not only do they 
play in pitch, in rune and in time, but the maestro feels that 
they've taken the cold out of radio bands - they play 
"warm" as well as accurately. 

No story on Raymond Scott would be complete without 
mentioning his passion for. recordings. Ever since he started 
changing discs for customers in his Russian father's music 
store, he's been thrilled by electrically- reproduced music. 

Now he boasts: "Every sound I make is recorded," and adds 
that phonograph records have a much greater nostalgic value 
than pictures. "Just think of listening to the very sounds 
you made five years ago!" He prefers well -balanced repro- 
duction to "live" music, since with artistic distortion it is 

possible to enhance the original performance. But a well - 

balanced record in the Scott sense requires a staff of experts 
and expensive equipment beyond the perfectionist's private 
means, so the bandleader organized a commercial transcrip- 
tion company - just to take care of his own experiments 
properly. 

Off the air, Raymond lives quietly with his wife, Pearl, 
s -year -old Carolyn and 2- year -old Stanley. Being the wife of 
a genius has its moments, however. When something goes 

wrong with a loudspeaker, the head of the family vanishes 

into his laboratory (formerly the living room) for two days 

at a time - while Pearl hands in sandwiches every few hours. 
The maid refuses to dust Raymond's infernal machines, for 
fear of having them blow up in her face. And the test -tube 
musician is not a bit scientific about household chores. Last 

fall, when Pearl was unable to gee help in gathering up the 
leaves on the lawn, she drew them to her lord and master's 

attention. After raking away for a whilr, the amazed com- 
poser naively exclaimed: "Does this happen every year ?" 

BEDTIME STORY HOUR WITH CAROLYN, STANLEY AND MIS. SCOTT 
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But don't let anyone sell you any Cinderella stories about 
the new headliner. Jack was no starving understudy getting 
his first chance ar a square meal through overnight fame. He 
was doing nicely -at a minimum of $500 a week -writing 
for some of radio's biggest stars. So nicely, in fact, that when 
he left the Hope show for "Red" Skelton s, Bob didn't just 
sing "Thanks for the Memory." He lied. That's how valu- 
able good gag- writers are. 

And Jade was good. He'd never been a 'curb" gag sales- 

man -which means he'd never stood on Vine Street, ped- 
dling wisecracks to passing comedians for peanuts. He was 

head writer in their literary stables, and so versatile that he 

could switch with ease from Eddie Cantor's straight gag 
style to Jack Bennÿ s "situation' comedy. 

Now, as a performer, jack still has two handicaps to over- 
come. For one thing, he's naturally lazy, easy-going--and 
cynical. For another, his humor is apt to be too intelligent 
for mass consumption. His native wit -New York -born, 
with an Irish ancestry- sparkles best at private parties, where 
he knows people's interests. 

Graduate of Mercersburg Academy, former sports star at 
New York University, one -time professional boxer, the 35- 
year-old still looks more like a tired athlete than either writer 
or actor. A born lounger, he would undoubtedly broadcast 
from an easy chair -if he could. He loves to boast of the 
bumper crops on his big farm, "Loose Ends," but friends 
would be surprised if he's ever planted so much as a petunia 
seed himself. 

A casual soul, who runs to silk polo shirts, green suede 
jackets and slacks until actual performance time -when he 
natties up to compete with dapper emcee Don Ameche, in 
conservative (for Hollywood) pin- stripe suits and the only 
ties he ever wears -Jack might never have crashed the lime- 
light ... if a certain talent scout hadn't spotted a certain 
beautiful blonde. 

In Hollywood, that's not news. But this tall young woman 
was outstanding, even in the film capital. She was an 
"unknown," yet the talent scout found someone who could 
introduce him, and was more than pleased to find himself 
facing her across a table at the Tropics, popular West Coast 
radio and movie rendezvous. 

He started by telling her how much he could do for her 
in radio, but her response wasn't quite according to Holly- 
wood Hoyle. "Couldn't you ;' she asked shyly, "use a good 
comedian instead ?" Taken aback, he stammered: "Why, 
y -e-e-s, we could -but we'd have to hear a recording first!" 
That, he figured, should settle that. 

Without batting her big blue eyes, the stunning creature 
reached under her table and brought forth a big 12 -inch 
record. Believe it or tux, that record did the trick. It started 
the wheels turning which rolled Jack Douglas right into the 
"What's New ?" program last fall. 

The woman was Jack's wife, Merle, who is every bit as 

Intelligent as she is attractive. Even the record had an iron- 
ical history. It was one Jack had made that spring, to audi- 
tion -for the first time as a performer -for a summer re- 
placement show which might launch him as a comedian. Just 
for an extra O. Henry touch, that audition was won by a 

well -known comic -using a script tailor -made for him by 
none other than Jack Douglas. 

Today, the devil - may -care new star enjoys two distinctions 
In his field. He is probably the handsomest comedian in 
radio -and the only one who writes all his own material. 
Undoubtedly, his one ambition now is to have, some day, 
about ten writers of his own -all just as good as himself! 

__r+ 
J-1 

FORMER ATHLETE DOUGLAS SHOWS HOW NOT TO GET IN THE SWIM 
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DAGWOOD AND BLONDIE, OF COMIC -STRIP FAME, ARE PLAYED BY ARTHUR LAKE AND PENNY SINGLETON -- ON BOTH AIR AND FILM 
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BLONDIE, 
SEE WWAT 
COOKIE AND 
ALEXANDER 
ARE FIGITING 

ABOUT 

I'LL 
SEE, 

DEAR 

DAGW00D AND HIS WIFE RUN TRUE 

TO FORM -EVEN IN PRIVATE LIFE! 

TUNE IN MON. 7:70 PM E W T ICBSI 

oMlc strips have been accused of everything from 
if frightening the kiddies to distorting the human race 

beyond all recognition. A few-the homey type -have 
managed to recreate the humorous incidents of daily life 
in cartoon form. But only one of them has managed 
to recreate cartoon characters in the flesh. 

" Blondie' is its name. Created by cartoonist Chic Young 
of King Features, Blondie and Dagwood Bum,tead have 

carried their marital mishaps and average -suburban 
Americanism, not only into movies and radio, but right 
into actual, everyday life. 

Penny Singleton and Arthur Lake have been playing 
the roles for so long now -fourteen films for Columbia 
Pictures and more than four years of radio for CBS- - 
that even they can't tell you where the Bumsreads leave 
off and their own personalities begin. As Lake puts it, 
"instead of being a man portraying a character, I feel 
like a character portraying a man." 

The only big difference between their lives and the 
Buvuteadi is the way they make their living. And, of 
course, there's also the minor fact that, while both are 

happily married, it's not to each other! 
In appearance alone, Penny and Arthur resemble their 

cartoon prototypes to an amazing degree. Yet the most 
startling similarity of all- Blondie', own trademark - 
is the single fraud in the whole situation. 

New York theatre -goers of the '30's remember Penny 

as a freckle -faced, five -foot -three bundle of energy who 
sang, danced and downed through musical shows -with 
a mop of chestnut curls. Today's blonde ringlets are 

the only Hollywood touch in Penny's make -up. 
Like Blondie, Penny has two children. Her first -born, 

"DeeGee" (Dorothy Grace), is of school age now and 
just the right size for the identical mother- and -daughter 
costumes which both dote on. More like the home -loving 
cartoon cutie than any actress has a right to be -from 
the studio viewpoint -the star is completely devoted to 
her family and has never shown any compunction about 
interrupting her career for them. 

Just in the past year, Blondie s impersonator -whose 
real names are Dorothy McNulty by birth, Mrs. Robert DAT WOOD'S SON. ALEXANDER (TOMMY COOKI, LOOKS JUST LIKE DAD 

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE) 1 7 
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BLONDIE (continued) 

DAISY, THE DOG, IS AN IMPORTANT MEMBER OF THE 

n 
HOUSEHOLD 

Sparks by marriage --- took time out for: (I) The 
arrival of a second daughter, Robin Susan; (2) packing 
up to follow her film- producer husband, now a Marine. 
to make a home for him wherever she could be near his 
station. 

Penny's life might have been much the same if she'd 
never heard of " Blondie. ' But those who know ac- 

tresses don't really think so. Suppose she'd been playing 
Drat-aids daughter -or Fran &enttein's wife? 

In Lake's case, there has been an even more direct 
tie -up between his role and his private personality. The 
blue -eyed, brown -tressed six - footer parts his hair with 
a Dagwoodish dash, wears "jaubo" ties and a hat just 
slightly too small for his head 

A favorite Hollywood story is the one about the time 
that Lake -just like Dagwood with a forgotten letter 
in his pocket- forgot to mail his Yuletide greetings until 
the day after Christmas. It may have been sheer show- 
manship, but friends still treasure those envelopes with 
the telltale -'Dec. 26' postmark 

There's strictly nothing phony about Arthur's Bum - 

steadian appetite. Dagwood may gorge himself on quad- 
ruple- decker sandwiches from the Burstead icebox. lake 
is known for the damage he does to refreshments at any 

neighborhood gathering. As though that weren't enough, 
he even has a soda fountain in his home. 

All of which is little short of amazing - for both 
Penny and Arthur are children of the theatre. Kentucky- 
born Arthur Silverlake was the son of a former circus 

acrobat and an actress, and made stage entrances before 
he could read and write. Philadelphia -burn Penny was 

the daughter of a newspaperman and started singing in 
a local movie house before she was nine 

Yet- somehow -both found, not only a perfect career 

but a perfect private life, in two comic -strip characters 

DAGWOOD AND ILONDIE NEAR A FEW WORDS FROM BOSS DITHERS (HANLEC STAFFORD/- WHO ALSO PLAYS "EASY SNOOKS'" DADDY 
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GEORGIA 
CARROLL 

Mnttr a girl would gladly exchange her job for lovely Georgia Carroll's 
blonde hair, blue eyes and delicately molded features. But the twenty- 

four- year -old Texas belle wants a career -not glamour. Beauty's a dreadful 
handicap in getting work, she complains. People never believe a shapely 
lass can really do anything -they just want to stand her somewhere and 
look at her. 

Nevertheless, it was comeliness-not talent- -which first started Georgia 
Ann on the road to success. Artist McClelland Barclay put the modeling 
bee in the Carroll bonnet when he sported the photogenic miss in her 

LOOKING BEAUTIFUL BORED THE FORMER native Dallas. Photographs on billboards and in the slick -paper magazine. 
soon brought fame, and were followed by stage and movie assignments. 

POWERS MODEL- SO SHE BEGAN TO SING The model was not satisfied with the inactive "peacock" roles she in- 
variably drew, however, and talked Kay Kyser into giving her an audition. 

ruNi ' N WED ' o 00 P M F W T tNao Now she's happy as tuntralt° of the "College of Musical Knowledge." 
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FRIENDS AND FELLOW- WORKERS AT THE NBC STUDIOS LIKE LUCILIE -A SMILING BLONDE COLLEEN WHO HAS MADE HER WAY TO THE TOP 

LUCILLE MANNERS 
THE "CITIES SERVICE CONCERT" SOPRANO IS A BIT O' THE IRISH 

I F Mane McClinchy had had her way, 
she would be a radio star today - - 

under that name. The young New Jersey 

singer's Irish rose when the phone call 
from NBE. suggested that she choose an 

alias. McChnchy was, the voice insisted 
gently, both hard for strange announcers 
to pronounce and reporters to spell cor- 
rectly 

But, in the end, Marie just had to 
agree Feen at the local radio station in 

20 

Newark - where she had sung on many 
a woman's club program for the princely 
sum of S3 a performance - she had 
been called everything from McClosky 
to Mcltchy 

All tight. she said, 'but I can't 
think of any other. Why not call my 
voice teacher, Louis Dornay' I'll take 
any name he suggests " 

And that's how Lucille Manners, the 
present blonde- haired, trim -figured star, 

fUNE IN FRI I F.M. E.W.T. INICI 

was "born." That was the name Dornay 
chose. Under it, the former file clerk 
and banker's secretary made her network 
debut the following week and started on 
the rapid rise to her seven years of star- 

dom on the "Cities Service Concert" 
program. 

All her life, Lucille (nee Marie) says 

today, other people have been making 
her decisions for her. Born on what 

astrologists call the 'cusp' May ?IV 
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between the zodiac signs of Gennini 
and Taurus, she laughingly claims she 

has inherited the worst tendencies of 
both: Like most Geminis, she finds It 
hard to make up her own mind. Like 
most Taurians, she can be very, very 
stubborn. 

Those who work with the bell- voiced 
soprano agree with the second senti- 
ment, disagree with the first. Lucille, 
they say, definitely knows what she 
wants and nearly always gets it. They 
say it affectionately, adding: "She's Irish, 
All right, but not temperamental. We've 
never seen her have a tantnnm yet. She's 

just businesslike." 
Sticking to her beliefs has richly re- 

warded the little girl from Jersey. To- 
day, her weekly salary is comfortably 
over the four -figure mark - though 
friends still wonder bow she manages to 
have any of it left, after her periodic 
spells of haunting auction rooms and 
also buying presents for almost every- 
one she knows. 

Generous to A fault, Lucille loves 
giving gifts and will seize upon any ex- 
cuse, even if its only a matter of a 

friend getting over a cold. She also loves 
to ferret out antiques :aid bric -a -brac - 
with a special passion for glassware and 
fine furniture (an interest possibly taken 
over from her father, who owned a car- 

penter -shop in her childhood). 
The results furnish her magnificent 

'0-room English manorhouse in Short 
Hills, New Jersey, where she has lived 
.cull ben mother for the past two years 

EARLY THIS YEAR, LUCILLE BECAME THE BRIDE OF ARMY LIEUTENANT WILLIAM I. WALKER 

and where she was married, last January 
6th, to her long -time sweetheart, Lieu- 
tenant William J. Walker of the Army 
Air Forces. 

It was probably having the ceremony 
at home which saved Lucille from being 
late, as her mother had always predicted, 
for even her own wedding. The busy 
star - who, in these days of gasoline 
rationing, has to commute across the 
Hudson River to New York by bus, 
train, ferry and then bus again - has 

never been particularly noted for her 

promptness. 
The hurry which attended her wed- 

ding was typical. With just six days' 
notice from the Army, Lucille and Bill 
were married the evening before her 
broadcast, left for Quebec the moment 
she caroled lier last note, and had the 
briefest of honeymoons - for, the fol- 
lowing Friday, the bridegroom's leave 

was up and the bride was due back in 

New York for her next weekly program. 

CONCERT AND OPERA SINGER. AS WELL AS RADIO STAR, LUCILLE HAS A FIGURE THAT IS THE GREEN -EYED ENVY OF OTHER PRIMA DONNAS 
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brown -eyed, compactly -built counselor has never on 
.atisfied with anything but the best for his star or his 
program. Like all perfectionists, the capable veteran pro- 
ducer can be a stern taskmaster, and working for him is 

not always either pleasant or easy. To newcomers in his 
fold, Ted may sometimes present a surface of dry matter - 
of-factness, a personality lacking warmth and human ap- 

peal. Nevertheless his sharp mind, complete grasp of all 
aspects of radio business, and unusual gift for penetrating 
to the heart of any problem, win the immediate respect 
of colleagues. And, as people work with the master-man- 
ager and come to know him better, they add understand- 
ing and liking to respect, as they realize the cold exterior 
is merely a protective shell, beneath which are concealed 
the geniality and kindness which make up the real Ted 
Collins. 

Proof of the foresighted impresario's ability to spot 
winners -and bet on them -are many. Only a young lad 
in the twenties when he first heard Kate Smith sing (in 
the musical comedy hit, "Flying High "), he made one of 
the quick decisions so characteristic of the brilliant career - 
builder. Before his backstage interview with the "Song- 
slid of the South" was over, he had scrapped a promising 
career with a recording company to gamble his future on 
the voice of a girl known primarily as a dancer and 
comedienne. The 50.50 verbal arrangement the pair made 
then still stands, without a single line in writing to sub- 
stantiate it -an anachronism in the radio world of iron- 
bound contracts. But both partners realize fully their 
complete dependence on each other, and feel no need for 
a further bond. 

Fcom the moment of that first meeting, Kate put her 
professional life entirely in Ted's hands, and let him 
gamble with both their futures on many occasions. Nor 
did she ever regret it. Ted's instinct for mass -appeal show 
business is infallible. 

Radio wise -guys took a morbid joy in predicting failure 
for the singer when her manager dared to start her out 
on CBS's toughest spot -a fifteen minute program at the 
same time that NBC's tremendously popular comedy team, 
"Amos 'n' Andy," were on the air. But the "I told you so" 
boys had to eat their words as the fan mail came pouring 
in. The smart alees threw up their hands in horror again 
in 1934 when the self- confident theatrical wizard refused 
various sponsors for his star which he felt were not in 
keeping with her personality and type of appeal. And 
again her fame mounted. 

Kate was definitely established as a singer by the time 
her enterprising pilot made his boldest venture of all, in 
1938. Radio Cassandras shook their heads and muttered 
forebodingly as it was announced that, "to expand her 
prestige as an outstanding American woman," Kate would 
star in a noonday broadcast composed exclusively of com- 
mentary- without warbling a single note in the appealing 
voice listeners loved so well. Onlookers in the trade failed 
to realize that, with Ted Collins' guidance, Kate had al- 
ready become more than a singer to her public -she sym- 
bolized a kindly, charitable, wholesome way of life and 
listeners were glad to hear her opinions. Now "Kate 
Smith Speaks" is one of the most popular daytime pro- 
grams on the air. 

That the fabulous impresarios "seeing eye" for talent 
has never been limited to Kate is illustrated by the many 
illustrious alumni of the "Kate Smith Hour." Such names 
as Abbott and Costello, Tommy Riggs, the Aldrich Family 

'CONTINUED ON NUT PAGE] 

TED ION THE EIGHT' DIRECTS THE SHOW FROM THE CONTROL 100TH 

COLLINS TREASURES HIS ROUND VOLUMES OF KATE SMITH SCRIPTS 
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DAUGHTER ADELAIDE, TED AND MRS. COLLINS SPEND PLEASANT SUMMERS ENJOYING OUTDOOR SPORTS AT THEIR INFORMAL LAKE PLACID HOME' 

and Henny Youngman come to mind at once. It was Ted, 
too, who introduced Rudy Vallee to radio. Although the 
many -sided executive cannot read a note of music, he 

selects all the songs, new and old, which Kate sings -and, 
as the record proves, is almost psychic in his ability to 
sift out future hits from the many numbers presented to 
him by hopeful tunesmiths and music publishers. Five 
years ago, even Irving Berlin himself was doubtful of the 
success of "God Bless America --but Ted trusted to his 
own judgment and was vindicated when Kate made it a 

modern classa. 
Clarity of perception and an analytical mind are not 

alone responsible for Ted Collins' triumphs. The suave, 
44- year -old producer is a hard worker, bringing to his 

24 

job both unflagging energy and single -mindedness of pu 
pose. Even his office demonstrates an all- pervading sense 

of perfection and order. Designed to create the effect oI 
a gracious living room, it nevertheless Includes all tht 
tools of its owner's trade, and thus provides for both 
hours of concentration and relaxation 

Perhaps the very intensity of the New York -born husi 
nessman's devotion to his job leads him to hnd hobbies 
which are far removed from radio. Fishing amounts to 
passion with the quiet, well -mannered sportsman. and to 

is reputed to have gathered together a collection of angling 
equipment which is the envy and admiration of fellow 

fans. In nine years, the Fordham -educated radio specialist 
missed only one gridiron session of his alma mater's Ted s 
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IN WARN WEATHER. THE CHATTY, NOONTIME "SATE SMITE SPEAKS" FEOOEAM IS OFTEN EEOAOCAST FROM THE SONGSTRESS' LOOM, NEAEEY 

not content to remain merely a spectator, however, and 
for six years owned the Celtics professional basketball 
team. Now he's become an important figure in the football 
world through his purchase of the professional franchise 
at Boston- -and intends to go "full steam ahead" with his 
Boston Yanks after the war 

Off the air. Ted's free time is spent with his family 
blonde wife Jeannette and recently -married daughter 
Adelaide -rather than with Kate Smith. His relations with 
the singer have always been most friendly, however, as 

each partner feels immense respect and liking for the 
other. The Kate Smith programs are really products of a 

magic combination of talents which compliment each 
other. Neither teammate will take credit from the other 

in fact, when the question of responsibility for success 
arises, the pair insist on giving place to each other like 
Alphonse and Gaston. Kate points out that, although her 
position as star has entitled her to most of the publicity. 
Ted has a following of his own through his part as 

announcer and newscaster. And most of the numerous 
plaques and loving cups presented by a grateful public 
have been inscribed to both 

All in all, the evidence seems to indicate that Ted 
Collins' zeal, uncanny sense of proportion and outstanding 
organizational ability would have made him "fabulous" in 
any field he chose to conquer, from banking to building 
ships as another Henry Kaiser. That he chose to lend his 
executive "genius' to radio is the good luck of listeners. 
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GLEAM IN EYE, THE TYPICAL "SHADOW' SCRIPT-WRITER HOTS AGAINST HIS LUCKLESS CHAEACTERS AND THE PUBLIC'S PEACE OF MINO 

THE SHADOW KNOWS 
THERE'S METHOD IN THE MADNESS OF THE VETERAN MYSTERY SHOW 

THE theatre was hushed and dark. Eight hundred people 
held their breaths in the eerie blackness, as "The Shadow" 

unfolded its latest tale of terror. The only sound to be heard 
was the menacing voice of an actor onstage. 

Suddenly, a scream rang out -no unusual occurrence on 
"The Shadow " --but this scream wasn't in the script. It 
wasn't even on the stage. It came from the audience itself, 
where an imaginative woman was having a mild attack of 
horror -show hysteria. 

That was the first time the omniscient Shadow was ever 
surprised on his own broadcast. It was also the first time 
that the cast had ever experimented with performing in such 

utter darkness that they had to use flashlights to read their 
scripts. They never tried it again. They wanted their studio 
audience to have fun, but they didn't want to frighten it 

into fits. 
Since then, "Shadow" broadcasts have been conducted 

from a well- lighted stage, where the audience can see that 
the villains and vampires are only actors and actresses in 
business suits and bright dresses -that the howling winds 
and dynamite explosions are coming from streamlined equip- 
ment handled by two rather bored. looking sound engineers. 
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But the scripts and performances are still spine -chilling, 
and the sound effects are every bit as impressive as they're 
intended ro be, even when one can see how they are achieved. 
As a matter of fact, "live" sound is used as much as possible, 
and recordings are resorted to only for such studio impos- 
sibilities as weather conditions, trains, traffic and other 
mechanical noises. 

For one thing, the guns are real -even if they only shoot 
blanks. The favorite weapon for striking down unsuspecting 
victims, over the air, used to be .22 caliber, but the war has 

made it impossible to get shells this size. Now the shots are 

usually fired from a .38- -which soundmen say doesn't give 
as sharp a crack but is more satisfactory because its report 
has more "body." 

Stranglings are about the only sound effects that the players 
create for themselves -with the victim choking himself (or, 
usually, herself) with his own hands, to get that constricted 
timbre into his voice. Stabbings and falling bodies are imi- 
tated by one of the soundmen, who thumps his own chest - 
or the back of his buddy -for the former, and takes it on 
the chin himself for the latter. Not quite on the chin, per- 
haps, since he breaks his fall with his outstretched arms 
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but at least one "Shadow" sound engineer has developed 
water -on- the -elbow from impersonating too many falling 
bodies! The sound of breaking bones (a macabre yet fre- 
quent note in the series) is achieved with classic simplicity. 
The boom -bang boys merely crunch Life Savers in their teeth. 
The resultadt sound is painfully realistic. 

For studio audiences, such prosaic goings -on dispel a great 
deal of the mystery. But there's one effect which is just as 

weird to onlookers as to listeners -in, and that's hero Laming 
Cranston's non - appearance when he becomes the Shadow. 
At such times, the apparently panic -stricken performers are 

really pleading with the empty air around their micro- 
phone for the Shadow is out of sight, in a soundproof 
booth, speaking through the "filter" mike which gives that 
eerie quality to his voice. 

Time was when radios Shading. existed only as this dis- 

embodied voice. From the very start, back in 1931, readers 

of Maxwell Grants magazine stories about this nebulous 
character knew that he was really Lamont Cranitou, a seem- 

ingly carefree playboy who knew how to hypnotize people 
so that he was "invisible' to them. 

But, for some years, the Shadow wasn't even a character 
in his own radio series. He was. only the narrator of sundry 
dire happenings, a malevolent spirit who gloated over the 
misfortunes of others and was the very symbol of evil. It 
wasn't until Mutual adopted him, in 1936, that he became 

Cranston on the air -a CrautnaShadnu portrayed by none 
other than the ebullient Orson Welles. 

Now the role belongs to blond, bulky Bret Morrison and 
is a very reformed character indeed. Today, the part played 
by the velvet- voiced, 31-year-old former Chicagoan is a veri- 
table one -man posse, bent on seeing that justice is done 
and proving that Crime Doesn't Pay. 

There's another, most important sound ettect un the show 
the scream of Margin f.me. Cranston) long- suffering 

but ever -faithful girl friend. Slight, topper- haired Marjorie 
Anderson, who plays this harassed heroine, has the repu- 
tation of being the best screamer in radio. After her live 
years in the role, it's probably true. 

The Washington -born actress's own life hasn't lacked 

excitement. Accidents have a way of following her around, 
just waiting to happen. She has even fallen through an open 

manhole-on her way home from church! Somehow, she has 

always escaped serious injury, despite numerous automobile 
mishaps, everywhere from the Naples-Rome highway (while 
living abroad with her parents) to the back roads of Con- 

necticut (where she now has her home). 
The former Powers model confesses that she dreads the 

moment when Cranston might miss a broadcast cue and fail 
to "rescue' her in time. It would bc, she says, too bad for 
her mother and five -year -old daughter Lynne--who both 
believe she needs a Shadow to protect her in her private life! 

CENERAE FIGURES ARE THE COMMISSIONER ¡KENNETH DEEMARI, MARGOT ¡MARJORIE ANDEE'ONI AND "THE SHADOW" ISRET MORRISON, 
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HOWLS -NOT HARMONY -- RESULT WHEN ROLYPOLT DUMBBELL LOU COSTELLO AND LEAN WISEGUY BUD ABBOTT DROP ARGUMENT FOR SONG 

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO 
THOSE BA -A -AD BOYS DON'T FOOL AROUND WITH A JOKE UNTIL IT'S OF AGE 

THOUGH Abbott and Costello have cracked their way into 
the nation's funnybone as a couple of scrapping, bad boys, 

they draw the line at cradle- snatching. Others may dazzle 
the public with the passing glitter of new gags, fresh and 
green from the idea -mint. But to make the grade on the 
'Abbott and Costello Show," jokes must be true corn, rip- 

ened by the passage of years. According to the two rowdies, 
great jests- -like great music --must have stood the test of 
time. 

For, in spite of present wealth and fame, Bud Abbott and 

Lou Costello are still just a couple of simple vaudeville 
roisterers, carrying on in the loud and lively slapstick tradi- 
tion of their burlesque days -and dazedly wondering why it 
pays them so well. No limelight can make these seasoned 

troupers forget that for so long an identical Cross -talk rou- 
tine panned nothing but worries at the end of the week. The 
technique hit real gold over three years ago, when the ream 
made an overnight hit in Universal's "Buck Privates," hut 
the boys are still pinching each other and hoping it will last. 
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And not for all the tea in China would they streamline the 
old -fashioned knock -about farce that put them on top. 

Chief writer for the program is John Grant, a holdover 
from the team's hall -bedroom days. His is a research job of 
digging out side -splitting nuggets from the past and polish- 
ing them up in modern lingo. When necessary, watchful 
John carefully whitewashes the Minsky elements, since the 
,omedians are proud to boast that they've never told a shady 
story. 

Original (but never subtle) gags make their way into the 
script, too, contributed by pop -eyed clown Lou and sourpuss 
sidekick Bud themselves. Inspiration usually comes to the 
Iran and squat comedy kings during a session of the gin - 
rummy game begun thirteen years ago when they first met -- 
and showing no signs of ending yet. As the chips progress 
in a steady stream from Bud to Lou (who always wins), the 
pair of zanies Jaw at each other in interminable argument - 
and suddenly hit on a phrase or idea that seems good. Then 
they take time out from the game to kick the happy thought 
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around a little and get it into heal shape for broadcasting. 
In spite of years of hardships shared, these alumni of 

burlesque limit dose association to working hour,. The 
Abbotts and the Costello.; decided long ago that they'd like 
to keep their.private lives quite separate. Nevertheless, each 

keeps close tabs on the doings of the other. There's a sharp, 
but friendly rivalry between the families and the sudden 
plunge into real money gave scope for heckling en a grand 
watt 

Fundamental similarities in taste have helped along the 
competition. Ton familiar an acquaintance with roadside 
camps and cheap rooming- houses during vaudeville tour days 
has developed a passionate homing instinct in each of their 
simple breasts. Both spend their free time, for the most part, 
in the comfortable, middle -dass California "ranches" they 
built when the gold started to pour in With very little inter- 
est in Hollywood society, the boys have made no attempt to 
imitate the grandiose establishments they see all around 
them. But if Costello gets a newer, bigger and better record - 
player than Abbott--then the fur starts to fly. And eventu- 
ally Abbott will produce something even louder and TM' 
wonderful 

Elaborate and fancy furniture. complicated electrical 
devices, and trick gadgets are their pride and joy. Until the 
tragic drowning of Lou Costello's infant son, both boasted 
daily of their swimming pools, which represented real lux - 
ury-and success -to them. When Abbott put one over on 
Costello by buying a night club, Lou rode him unmercifully 
about it, then quieted down as he heard money tinkling into 
the till. and ended up buying one of his own. Zany Lou has 

only one contraption in his home that Bud hasn't tried to 
imitate. Its a loudspeaker system by means of which the 
irrepressible had boy can listen to the conversation in every 
room in the house- -and join in, too, if he likes. Lou thought 
it was a lot of fun to throw a scare into tiinul women guests 

-or add a crack or two to a matrimonial wrangle but the 
staid and severe Bud wouldn't have it on a bet. Bud doesn't 
sneer at the screwball device any more, though -not since 
it came in so handy during his partner's long month of 
convalescence from rheumatic fever 

Rattle-brained as the duo seems on the air, they've had the 
common sense not to let Hollywood go to their heads. Both 
are married to the same exchorus -girl wives they started out 
with -Bud and Betty Abbott for twenty -five years. Ann and 
Lou Costello for thirteen. The partners share, too, a sincere 
love of children and are devoted to their own, Carole Lou 
and Patricia (:ouealo, and adopted son Bud Abbott, Jr. 

From their joint vaudeville background, the chunky fat 
man and his lean shadow have inherited, besides their love 
of hoary jokes, the traditional open -handed generosity of 
show business. Many of their acts of chanty have been 
widely publicized -from the donation of dancing lessons for 
Hollywood service men to the huge project of underwriting 
the expenses of building a Sou- patient rheumatic fever four. 
dation at Palm Springs. Not so well known are their innum- 
erable acts of warmhearted liberality to old pals who once 
gave them a helping hand. And the landscape surrounding 
their own unpretentious homes is dotted with the roofs 
they've put over the heads of relatives. 

Amusing slant on the whole thing is that Lou is a noon. 

GFOFOIA -IWN NVF -FOOTU CONNIE NAINES REALLY MACES NEWS FLUTTER AS SHE WARBLES BALLADS TO THE MUSIC OF FFFODIF RICH 
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LittN MaMde's "tee and a half year old" childish treble emanates 
from Billy Gray, a former night club and burlesque entertainer. 

Note lo listeners: Ken Niles really impersonates himself, but the 
ihow's Mrs. Niles' is played by Elvia Allman. not Ken's own wife. 

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO (continued) 

ous nickel -squeezer. The Costello purse -strings arc wide open 
for any good cause --but the squeaky -voiced dumbbell goes 
to any length ro avoid buying his own cigar:.. When working 
on a movie set, he manages to get the studio to buy them 
for him. And, in social life, he grabs 'em from his startled 
hosts by the handful. The incorrigible scapegrace doesn't 
always get away with his antics, either. On one occasion, 
while being entertained in a swanky Boston home. Lou dived 
his right hand into the proffered box of Corona Coronas, 
and, as usual, emerged with a fistful. Without batting an 

eyelash, the proper English butler maneuvered around the 
back of Lou's chair to his left side, then said: "And your 
other hand, sir ?" But the chubby bad boy was not a bit 
abashed. He took six more! Not that swiping cigars is the 
only trick wacky Lou has up his sleeve. He's never grown 
up from the time he was little Louis Francis Costello, pull- 
ing girls' pigtails in the schoolhouse at Paterson, New 
Jersey. If invited to a formal luncheon, the chubby screw- 
ball is likely to turn up in an open -throated sport' shirt, and 
then further amaze the company by putting his feet on the 
table, pocketing the ashtrays and generally making a nuisance 
of himself. And when these timeworn gags don't get enough 
attention from the audience, the padded-cell refugee thinks 
up some new ones -such as abruptly getting up and gallop- 
ing full tilt (and dead pan) into a plate glass window, or 
appearing at a reception held for a governor- dashingly 
decked out in the cook's Indian- blanket bathrobe. 

A living embodiment of the hero of moron jokes, Lou is 

always bubbling with ideas -- usually bad. His tremendous 
zest for life is evident in everything he does. As an air raid 
warden, he's efficient and thorough; as a neighbor, he knows 
all the folks for miles around; as a shopper, he drives the 
tradesmen to distraction. Mrs. Costello spends half her time 
taking back the misfit clothes he buys her in spontaneous 
outbursts of affection. Busy waiters grow hysterical under 
his heckling- -and then are consoled by the fabulous tips he 

leaves them. 
The one thing he's pretty serious about is his family. He's 

mighty proud of the Cosrellos, and loves to glorify the 
name. First thing in the morning, the man of the house hauls 
up a specially designed flag in the backyard -to show the 
world the Costellos are awake. The playroom floor is em- 
bellished with a huge caricature of Lou, broadcasting his 
tag line, "I'm a bad boy," from coast to coast. The lawn 
could grow back into the forest primeval for all he cares, but 
leaky faucets and squeaky hinges get the confirmed tinkerer's 
immediate attention. And, when household chores are done, 
the four Costellos can all relax by seeing a movie in their 
own private theatre. 

Perhaps Lou's famous rotundity has something to do with 
his lack of desire to get behind a lawn mower. The story 
goes that, when the comedian hired a trainer to make him 
lose weight, the trainer lost eight pounds but the "reducer" 
gained ten. The clown insists, however, that he was thinner 
once -and proves it by the fact that he doubled as stunt 
man for Dolores Del Rio in silent -movie days. Certainly he 

couldn't have been lugging all that avoirdupois when he 

earned his living in a slaughter house and prize -fight ring. 
The whistle he calls a voice is a new acquisition, too - 
adopted after Abbott and Costello first hit the air on the 
Kate Smith show. Radio listeners couldn't tell who was ask- 

ing and who was answering, because both partners sounded 
so much alike. 

Because, as funnyman of the combination, Lou gets all the 
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Pedigreed greyhounds and sunny patios symbuhae the limunes that lud avid Mrs. Abbott lave quietly on a nearby "ranch" (Hollywood 
new prosperity has hniupht to hnme.loving Lou and Mrs. Costello. style) and keep up a friendly rivalry with the livelier Cnstellos 

laughs on the show, people usually remember him and forger 
Bud entirely. But they get the names mixed up. When they 
see the walking beer -barrel personally, they're apt to say - 

"Oh, there's Abbott" -or even "Abbott and Costello." The 
bumbling little guy feels very much abused about it. He 
wants to be a bug shot in his own right, not all mixed up 
with some other fellow 

Abbott doesn't give a hoot about being the unrecognized 
member, however. Nothing's better for a comedy ream than 
confusion, he feels. Strangely enough, its solemn question 
feeder and advice -giver Bud who is the happy -go -lucky mem- 
ber of the team. Though twelve years older than his con- 
federate in guffaws (Bud is 48 -Lou, 36), the lanky 
straightman retains a youthful optimism in contrast to extro- 
vert Lou's occasional moods of depression and worrying. 
This difference in temperament sometimes leads to verbal 
clashes, but the boys always patch things up in the end - 
and even salvage a gag or two from the batch 

Just as friendly and informal a person as his partner in 
crime. Bud's quite conventionally sedate in society. Parsi- 
monious Lou considers him quite a spendthrift, however, and 

points to the Abbott "Hi- Neighbor Ranch" as an example 
Starting out originally with a modest home, Bud has built 
on a room here and there, as the fancy took him, until the 
final amazing result resembles nothing so much as a jig -saw 

puznlr- -and also represents a considerable outlay in cash 

Cantankerous and argumentative as the skinny cornu 
seems on the air, he's really an easy -going veteran shown 
with complete mastery of the details of his trade. Being tree 

fuse that lights firecracker Costello is not as simple as it 

appears. Bud's not only the ideal straightman in appearance 

but possesses a sense of timing considered quite remarkable 
by those in the know. Its split- second timing which makes 

those aged jokes stand up and take the laughs in spite of the 
weight of their beards 

Though not as colorful a personality as Lou, Bud has an 

interesting story of his own. He often says that he was born 
a trouper, in the shadow of an Atlantic City circus tent 
And it is true that William Abbott's mother was a bareback 
rider and his father an advance man for Barnum and Bailey 
The value of cooperation in show business was drilled into 
him as a youngster, so he's perfectly content to remain the 
forgotten man and let Costello be the aggressive bellower 
swaggering around in the limelight 

From time to time there have been rumors of a split-up in 
the team. But friends of the boys doubt that it will ever 
happen. Back in 1936. before the corny partners had really 
clicked, Bud was laid up with pneumonia. Even though his 
bank account dwindled down to one figure, Lou refused to 
try the game alone. And all the fans know of Bud's devotion 
to Lou in his recent illness. As long as those graveyard gap 
get laughs, Abbott and Costello will be pitching them 
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JAY AND RUTH JOSTYN ARE THE TYPICAL PROUD PARENIS WHEN "JOS" PLAYS THE VIOLIN AND JOHNNY ACCOMPANIES AT THE PIANO 

Weekday mooin,s, when Jay has rehearsals in town. Annie 
serves the Joscyns early breakfast on the sunny back porch. 

r11111 

Saturday and Sendai (his free Jays( gibe Jaya chance to 
stretch out with the papers before mobbing she lawn. 
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A DAY WITH THE D.A. 
LIFE WITH "MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY" JOSTYN 

AND FAMILY ISN'T QUITE WHAT YOU'D EXPECT 

TUNE IN WED. 9:30 I.M. E.W.T. IN{CJ 

Ar.coIOTNG to popular imagination, the home lives of radio stars 

it run the gamut from A to Z-A being the Abyss, or a frantic 
existence spent catching naps in gilded but glacial hotel rooms, 
snatching a ham- and -rye at the studio drugstore and generally 
moving in the heart of a whirlwind -Z being the Zenith, or a lei- 
surely loll in some 50 -room palace, with humming -birds' wings on 

toast for breakfast and a limousine at the door. 
Nowhere, in the alphabet between, is there anything like a 

reasonable facsimile of normal American life. Yet there are radio 
celebrities living exactly as they would if they were making similar 
salaries in other professions and rearing their families in other 
parts of the United States. That's easily proven by a visit to the 
Jay Joatytt home, out in Manhasset, Long Island -a half hour's 
train trip from New York's Radio City. 

Starring as "Mr. District Attorney" (and having good spots on 

two other regular shows) has paid Jay well. You'd expect the 
house he bought, a couple of years ago, to show it. It does -in a 

quiet, suburban way. Set high on a hilltop of Manhasset's Strath- 
more-Vanderbilt Country Club section, the Georgian colonial build- 
ing is the showplace of the district. For one thing, it's only a 

stone's throw from the clubhouse. For another, it's the largest of 
the estates. But these distinctions are more modest than they look 
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in print. The club has a nice swimming pool and tennis courts. but 
no golf links or gingerbread. And the Jostyns' "largest estate" 

means exactly two acres of wooded grounds and a pleasant but 

not palatial 10 -room house. 

That's true of everything you see, as you prowl around the 
premises. In the garage. you'll find a Sunday-best car -up on blocks 
for the duration -and a station-wagon, still in use though Jay 

usually walks the two miles to his train. In the house, there are 

no fragile museum pieces. The D.A. and his wife like antiques. 
but the substantial kind. After all, they have rwo growing boys - 

Jean Charles (-Jos.!), la, and John, almost l i. 
Their prize pieces are the shining brass andirons in the living 

room, which once belonged to Shakespearean actress Julia Marlowe, 
and the massive four-poster in the master bedroom. The latter is 

more than a hundred years old -and 500 pounds of solid mahog- 
any. Jay bought it as a birthday surprise for Ruth, while she was 

visiting her folks out in Kansas. 

Indoors, Mr. District Attorney's favorite haunt is the library, 
with its wailful of personal photographs and another solid wall 
of books -no first editions or fine leather bindings, use well -read 
novels, mysteries and a whole shelf of plays. Outdoors, it's the bar- 
becue pit, where the D.A. himself officiates, in a gigantic apron 
and asbestos gauntlets. The famed Josryn sizzling steaks are no 
more, but there are still grilled frankfurters and golden-brown 
chicken for lucky guests. 

The family is compact and cozy. In addition to Ruth and Jay, 
Jos and Johnny. there's Annie, the indispensable maid, and two 
pets. No kennel -club creatures these! Cookie, as the D.A. will 
tell you, is "lust dog" -part terrier, part Airedale, mostly unclas- 
sifiable -and Bingo is "just delicatessen-store cat." 

The Jostyns are active and well -liked in their community. Ruth 
(who was a fellow stock -company player when Jay met and fell 
in love with her) directs many an amateur play. As for Jay, the 
neighbors are trying to get him to run for Congress next fall' 

I 
11 

from Ms sw porch, Johnny, J.,., Rum and Jay can our 
oser their worded acres and into the green valley below. 

lays pint folio* is the ability to cut his own hair -with 
the aid of a special round mirror attached to the chair back. 

AT THE DRIVEWAY Of THEIR LOVELY GEORGIAN HOME. All TOUR IOSTYNS WELCOME THE COMING AND SPEED THE PARTING - GUESTS 
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THE 
ROMANCE 

OF 
HELEN TRENT 

HtLEN TRENT (BETTY RUTH SANNII AND NEE ASSISTANT, LISA VALENTINE INANNETTE SRGENTI, DRAPE A DRESS DESIGN ON MODEL 

THE CAREERS OF THESE PLAYERS HAVE BEEN AS VARIED AS THE PLOT THEY ENACT! 

TUNE IN MON TABU E R I I 2. 3 0 P M F R I .T ICRSI 

Plet IlIUksT boast of "The Romance of Helen Trent' is that this thesis for some time now, and that !Idol fret,' who 
Ws one daytime serial devoted to proving that love and spends so much of her time solving the personal problems 

lapptness are still possible for a woman who Is past thirty- of others- is often short-changed when it tomes to winning 
hve. Quibblers may point our that life itself has been proving any happiness of her own. Hut that's what makes mitt-mew 
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for daytime hurners. and "Helen 'I rent' has picory ut beau 
rice temrnt and Strode 
Where the serial Is really betting a record IN in the varied 

careers and personal lives of its players. Talent and versa. 
!day arc prettf much taken tor granted, in the casting of 
radio dramas, but the "Trent" line -up undoubtedly has more 
dun its share of these i1ualatc. 

Versatility is the. other name of berry Ruth Smith, who 
plays the heroine. During her undergraduate years at Kansas 
University, she was voted everything from Campus Beauty 
to Queen of both Homecoming and Intercollegiate Festivals. 
No classi. belle, Betty Ruth boasts a dazzling smile, an 
intriguingly long and slightly crooked nose -and blue eyes 

which have been called "the most beautiful in radio acting' 
by no less an authority than Varga, the pin -up -girl artist 
and connoisseur 

But her brief lite to date -she's a good ten years younger 
than Helen Treni- -has been filled with other achievements, 
too. She began her drama school studies at home in Wichita, 
Kansas, at the age of five, won her Liberal Arts degree in 
l93'. and was well launched on her radio career before 
she ever cast her first vote 

Now a Navy lieutenant's bride, as well as one of Chicago's 
radio actresses most -in- demand, she not only impersonates 
a successful Hollywood designer, as Helen Trent, but actu- 
ally knows something about design and drawing. Brown - 
haired Betty Ruth is a gifted portrait -painter. She's also a 

seasoned script -writer, having handled "continuity" back in 
her early radio experienci 

Like his co -star, Marvin Mueller (who plays Helen', 
sweetheart, Gill Whitney) did some writing in his first 
broadcasting days, authoring a dramatic series which he not 

only produced but in which he enacted all ten parts- -ai 
seventeen. Today, the Washington University graduate's hobby 
is writing verse so good that you'll find him represented 
in anthologies of modern American poetry 

Mueller, too, is considerably younger than the late- fortyish 
role he plays in "Helen Trent," but his personality is much 
like the dynamic Gill',. Wide -grinned and seemingly nerve- 
less, he's a whirlwind of vitality who breezes blithely through 
innumerable acting and announcing jobs. Not even one of 
the heaviest weekly schedules in Chicago radio can upset 

either his even disposition or his chronically boyish en 
thusiasnr 

The young actor has other characteristics which make those 
who know him believe he could have carried out Gill'a own 
confidential assignments in foreign lands. A talented linguist, 
Mueller speaks Spanish, German and French. In fact, it was 
this fluency which got him his first radio break in his native 
Sr Lou,. 

The rest of the cast is equally versatile. John Walsh, who 
plays Chuck Blair, not only studied piano and violin but was 

singing with the Metropolitan Opera chorus when lie was 
only eleven. At eighteen. the Long Island lad was already 
well started on his ten -year career as a six- foot-four baritone 
in hit Broadway musical shows 

Blonde, blue -eyed, fragile -looking Nannette Sargent (Lira 
Valentine) can boast of having been both women's state 
fencing champion our in Michigan and a leading ballerina 
in New York City, though she's only four feet, eleven and 
direr- quarter inches tall (she insists she's still growing and 
will some day achieve five feet). Now she concentrates on 
acting for the radin, with such facile versatility that she 
has been known to play both a slinky villainess and a tiny 
baby - in the some day's "Ma Perkins' serial broadcast. 

(CONTINUO) ON NEXT PAGE! 

Gill Whitney (Marvin Mueller). Helen's longtime Saner. u 
former lawyer who performs secret missions for the Government 

and liait 1 John Walsh). Helen's cousin -now on shore dap 

for the l' S Navy, has been Liking a very special interest in Lisa 
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THE ROMANCE OF HELEN TRENT (continued) 

Youngest of the cast members is Bernice Martin, as Helen', 
secretary. But, at twenty; the black -eyed, brown-haired young- 
ster can point with pride to a career as fashion model, fre- 

quent stage. appearances, and no less than fourteen years 

of dramatic schooling. Brainy Bernice has even taught dra- 

matic art in Chicago public schools. 

Klock Ryder, the Hiram W'eatherhee. a one of the real 

old -timers of both stage and radio, having started out with 
one of the fabled Willard Mack's stock companies, hack in 

I'Xtt, as a "prop" boy. The lanky six -footer from Coldwater. 
Michigan, is also an ardent photographer and water -color 

.irrig who likes to cook Mexican dishes as a sideline, but 

says he can't remember a rime when he didn't want to go 

on the stage. Radio is a more recent love but, in two and 

a half years, he has already played important parts in all 

major Chicago CBS shows. 
Motherly- looking, gray -haired Bess Mc(ammott is the only 

regular on the program who isn't a real acting veteran. With 
no previous stage experience. she entered radio only a scant 

dozen years ago, -when her husband died and left her with 
two small boys to support. But her ability is more than 

proven by her masterly handling of her Helen Trent" as 

signment. Agatha Anthony. the quiet, semi-invalid spinster. 
is just about as far removed as any character could Ix from 
the actual personality of this plump, hearty woman who 

leads such a full life, both as busy radio actress and as 

loving letter -wrung mother of two sons now in senice 
Ginger lerey ttiemiie Martin) is Helens r;os.i pt little .ten,y; 
whet m thr designer s workshop at the Hollyvml film studio. 

NFIGHlOI WEATHERREE !CLOCK RYOERI HAYS A FRIENDLY CARO GAME WITH HELEN'S ROOMMATE, AGATHA ANTHONY HESS M CAMMON 
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THE CHARIOTEERS 
IMPROVISING NOVEL ARRANGEMENTS IS THEIR SPECIALTY 

TUNE IN THURS. 9.00 I.M. F.W.T. INBCI 

H 
M10.ONY groups are plentiful in radio -but a harmony group that never uses a 

single written note of music is certainly unusual. And that's the story on "The 
hartoteers,' now featured on Bing Crosby's "Kraft Music Hall 
Whenever they get a chance, the live members pictured above (baritone Ira 

Williams, hrst tenor Wilfred Williams, bass Howard Daniel, second tenor Eddie 
Jackson, and pianist James Sherman) get together for a practice session in which 
they think up and try our new arrangements. By the time the musicians have all the 
kinks ironed out of a song, they can't forget it. Even years later, some one of the 
boys will recollect lust how they worked out a number 

Not that these lads arc a crew of musical ignoramuses, unable to reduce their 
rhythrrdc thoughts to writing. All are college -trained, and Howard Daniel was once 
a violin instructor at Wilberforce University, Ohio It was under his sponsorship 
that the original "Harmony Four." of which he and Wilfred are survivors, made 
its appearance. The present combination takes its name from the famous Negro 
spiritual. "Swing Low. Sweet Chariot." which was formerly used as a theme sons 

Sunday's 
HIGHLIGHTS 

*Coo., Wo, 14 /no ledlcor.d 
Ddu,I 1 hour for Central Time 
--3 he.,, le, loner Tim. 

11 Meerlied era, oie re,aoro 
er eerie.. Mne.. rhoc iecol M.seae.rs. 

A M 

10:30 Word. & M.,c,, INBCI Variety 
10:30 Snnthe,naires (Blue) Music 
10:30 Wings Over Jordan (CBS/ Musk 
10:30 Radio Chapel (Mutual) 
11,00 Rhapsody of the Rockies (NBC) 
i1:30 Hour Of Faith 1111v.1 

NOON 
12,00 Salt Lok. City tabernacle (CBSI 
1740 Reviewing Stand 'Mutual) Forum 
17:00 Weekly Wor Jnu.nal /Blot) News 

P M 

12:30 Stradivari Orchestra (NBC) Musts 
17:30 TmnsAIIontic Coll (CBS) Drama 
12:30 Here's Mo.ins (Mutual) 
12:45 Moylon Sisters (Blue) Sono. 
1:00 Lutheran Hour (Mutual) 

1:00 Church of tl,e Air (0851 
1.00 Voice of the Dairy Farms, INBCI 
1:30 Edward R. Morrow (CBS) New, 
1:30 Univ. of Chicago Round lob(. (orum 
7:00 AmericoNBC) - CFeiling Unlimited (CBS? 
2:00 Those We love (NBC) Mom., 
2:30 Westinghouse Program (N8C) Mo,,, 
3:00 N. Y. PhilhormonicSymphonv (CBSI 
3:00 Ernest IC. Lindley INBCI News 
3:03 This Is Fort Din (Mutual) Ponies, 
300 Life Of Riley (Bluel Corned. 
3:15 Upton Close (NBC) New. 
3:30 Hot Copy (Blue) Drama 
3:30 The Army Hour (NBC) Dramm 
3:30 Bulldog Drummond (Mutual' Dromo 
400 Fun Valley (Blue) Vor,esv 
4:30 Andre Kostelaneto (CBS) WI', 
:30 Lands of the Free (NBC? 
500 The Family Hour (CBS) Mtn. 
5:00 General Motors Symphony (NBC) 
5:30 Musical Steelmakers (Blue) Musir 
5:30 Thi Shadow (Mutual) Myster 
5:45 Woman From Nowhere (CBSI Drama 
6:00 First Nights. (Mutual) Drama 
600 The Catholic Hour (NBC) R.hg,on 
600 Silver Theatre (CBS) Drams/ 
6:130 Hall Of Fame (Blue) Variety 

'6:30 Groot Gildersleeve (NBC) Connor 
6:30 Upton Close (Mutual) He.. 
7:00 Dro.. Pearson (Blue? Nesw 

700 Jack Bonny [NBC) Vm,e. 
7:30 Ours Kids (Blue) Out: 

7:30 Fitch Bandwagon (NBC) Mss 
1:30 We. The People ¡CBS) Vanes 

Chow 8 Sanborn INBCI Vowel, 
Goodyear 56n. (CBS: 

800 
8.00 
800 Mediation Board (Mutual! en. 
8:30 One Mods Family (NBC) Diann 

B:30 Come Doctor (CBSI Dram.. 
8:30 Keepsakes (Blue) Muu, 
8:45 Gabriel Heatter (Mutual) Ne.. 

- 900 Radio Reader's Digest (CBS) Dromr 
9:00 Monhottan Morr.rGo Round (NBC 
900 Wolter Wmchell (Blue) Goss., 
9:15 Sown Street (Blue) Vanets 
9:10 Tesoro Stor Theatre (CBS) Vases, 
9:30 Album of Familiar Music (NBC 
9:45 Jimmy Fidler (Blue) Goss/ 
10:00 Revlon Theatre /Blue) Dram. 
10:00 Tate It Or Leave It (CBSI U 
10,00 Hour of Charm ¡NBC) Mu. 
10-00 Cedric Foil.. /Mutual) Ne. 
10:30 The Thin Mon (CBSI 
10,10 Bob Bob Crosby (NBC) Vans. 
11:15 News Of Th. World INBV 
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Monday s 

HIGHLIGHTS 

#farrnn Wa. Tun. Inderord 
Dedurr 1 boor for Central Time - a hour. lot Ipeiar Time 

ti1..tIvoArIm's es eMck'Ie.W M.rrpo Derr 

A M 

9-00 The Breakfast Club (Blue) Variety 
10:00 Voliont Lody (CBS) Drama 
10: IS Kitty Foyle (CBS) Dromo 
1045 Bachelor's Children (CBS) Drama 

11:00 Rood of Life 'NBC) Drama 
n.00 Breakfast at Sardi', (Blue) Voriety 
11:30 Bright Horizon (CBS) Drama 
II 45 Imogene Wolcott (Mutual) Ideas 

NOON 

12:00 
12:00 
12:00 

P M 

12:15 Big Sister (CBS) Drama 
12:30 Form B Home Hour (Blue) Variety 
1:00 H. R. Baukhage (Blue) News 
1:00 Roy Dady (Mutual) News 
1:30 Luncheon with Lopez (Mutual) 
1:45 The Goldbergs (CBS) Drama 
2:00 The Guiding Light (NBC) Drama 
2:15 Todoys Children (NBC) Drama 
2:1S The Mystery Chef (Blue) 
2:30 ladies Be Seated (Blue) Voriety 

3:00 Mary Marlin (CBS) Drama 
3:00 Morton Downey (Blue) Songs 
1.110 Woman Of Americo (NBC) Drama 
3.15 My True Story (Blue) Dromo 
3:30 Pepper Young's Family (NBC) 
4.00 Blue Frolics (Blue) 
4:IS Stella Dallas (NBC) Drama 
4 :30 Westbrook Van Voorhis (Blue) News 
4:45 Sea Hound 'Blue) Drama 
S-00 Hop Harrigan (Blue) Drama 
5.00 When a Girl Manies (NBC) Dromes 

S -1S Dick Trozy (Blue) Drama 
5.45 Superman (Mutual) Drama 
S:45 Front Page Farrell [NBC) Drama 
600 Quincy Howe (CBS) News 
0:15 Serenade To America (NBC) 
6:45 Lowell Thomos (NBC) News 

7.00 Fred Waring's Orchestra (NBC) 
7.00 I Love A Mystery (CBS) Drama 

7 :15 John Vondercook (NBC) News 
7.30 Lone Ranger (Blue) Drama 
7:30 Army Air Forces (Mutual) Variety 
7:45 H. V. Koltenborn (NBC) News 

9:00 Cavalcade of Americo [NBC) 
'8:00 Ford Program (Blue) 
8:00 Vo. Pop (CBS) Quiz 

'8:15 Lum & Abner (Blue) Drama 
8 :30 Blind Date (Blue) Qui, 
8:30 Sherlock Holmes (Mutual) ()ro. 
B:30 Voice of Firestone (NBC) Music 

8:10 Goy Nineties Revue (CBS) Variety 
8:45 Captain Midnight (Blue) Drama 
8:55 Bill Henry (CBS) News 
900 Lu. Radio Theatre (CBS) Drama 
9:00 Counterspy (Blue) Drama 
9:00 Gabriel HeoHer (Mutual) News 

9:00 The Telephone Hour (NBC) Music 
9 :30 W.nchell B Mahoney ( Mutual) Variety 
9:30 Spotlight Bands (Blue) Music 
9:30 "Doc for I. O." (NBC) Ou11 

0:00 Raymond Gram Swing (Blue) News 
0.00 Raymond Clapper (Mutual) News 
0:00 Carnation Contented Program (NBC) 
0:00 Screen Guild Players (CBS) Drama 
0,30 Information Please (NBC) Oui, 
0:30 Yankee Doodle Quiz (Blue) 
1:00 Ned Calmer (CBS) New 
1:15 Joan Brooks (CBS) Songs 
1:30 Saludo, Amigos IBIue) Mus., 

Kate Smith Speaks (CBS) News 
Books Carter (Mutual) News 
Words B Music !NBC] Variety 

38 

ROCKING HORSE RHYTHM HELPS BOSSY REMEMBER THE SONGS MIS. HOOKBY TEACHES HIM 

BOBBY HOOKEY 
himself on the air without a 

script is the favorite nightmare of 
many a seasoned emcee. But 6. year -old 
Bobby Hookey, singing star and quipster 

THE PRINCE OF THE MEMORILERS of his own Saturday "Hookey Hall." 
laughs at such fears. 

LEARNS ALL HIS LINES BY HEART hough a veteran of four years in 

TUNE IN SAT. 12 M. E.W.T. INMAN, 

SUN. 11-45 A.M. E.W.T. INBCI 

radio, the child rhythm wonder is still 
too young to read. Every song in his 
repertoire of over sob, is well as 13u 

IHE e -YEAR -OLD SINGING STAR SIGNS HIS AUTOGRAM IAN %1 FOR MUTUAL S ADMIRING PAGES 
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FEEDING DUCKS IN THE PARK NEAR HIS HOME IS BOBBY'S FAVORITE SUMMER PASTIME 

snappy retorts he tosses hack at genial 
announcer Don Lowe, is memorized be- 

fore broadcast time. Not content with 
one show a week, either, the pint -sized 
trouper appears as a regular guest on the 
Sunday "Marion Loveridge" program. 

Teacher and cue -signaler for the in- 
fant jivester is Mrs. Hockey, who first 
discovered her youngster's talents when 
she enrolled him in a dancing school 

at the age of two. 'lire junior Swoonatra 
arrived home swinging his own versions 
of the tunes to which he was learning 
to tap. 

Tiny, brown -eyed Robert still prefers 
singing to eating, so Mrs. Hookey uses 

radio lessons as rewards-after supper. 
Play hours are spent with his pets - 
two turtles, two ducks, a goldfish, and. 
dearest of all -a white Spitz puppy. 

SORRY TAKES A WELL- EARNED AFTERNOON SIESTA ON A COUCH IN THE STUDIO'S LOUNGE 

Tuesday's 
HIGHLIGHTS 

*Ea.leen War tim. Ind,roled 
Deduct I hour for Control Tim.. - 3 hours for PociHu Tim. 

VI Ash.isled pro9roms a rbroad.as, 
e orinar r,m.s. Owl Ino1 n.wipap. i 

A. M 

9:00 the BrnaLlo., Vurmis. 
10:00 Valiant Lady (CBS) Drama 
10:IS Kitty Foyle (CBS) Drama 
10:45 Bachelor's Children (CBS) Orante 

11:00 Breakfast at Sordle (Blue) Comedy 
11:15 Vic & Sod* (NBC) Drama 
11:30 Gilbert Morton (Blue) News 
11:45 Imogene Wolcott (Molvol) lams. 

NOON 

1 2:00 
2.00 

12:00 

P. M. 

12:30 Form & Home Hour (aloe) Variety 
I:00 Roy Dady (Mutual) News 
1:00 H. R. Bouthage (Blue) News 
1:30 Luncheon with Loper (Mutual) Music 
1:30 Bernardine Flynn (CBS) News 
1:45 The Goldbergs (CBS) Oromo 
2:00 Young Dr. Malone (CBSI Drama 
2:30 Light Of The World (NBC) Drama 
2:30 Ladies. Be Seated (Blue) Variety 
3:00 Mary Morion (CBS] Drama 
3:00 Morton Downey (Blue) Songs 
3:15 Mo Pertini (NBC) Drama 
3:45 Right To Happiness (NBC) Drama 
4:00 Broadway Matinee ICES) Variety 
4:00 Blue Frolics (Blue) M..,'- 
4:00 Backstage Wife (NBC) Drama 
4:15 Stella Dallas (NBC) Drama 
4:30 Full Speed Ahead (Mutual) Variety 
4:30 Westbrook Von Voorhis (Blue) News 
4:45 Sea Hound (Blue) Drama 
5:00 Hop Harrigan (Blue) Dramo 
5:15 Archie Andrews (Mutual) 1»11m 
5:15 Portia Foces Life (NBC) Drama 
5:45 Superman (Mutual) Dramo 
5:45 Front Page Forrell (NBC) Drama 
6:00 Ouincy Howe (CBS) News 
6:15 Edwin C. Hill (CBS) New, 
6:30 Jack Smith (CBS) Songs 
6:45 Lowell Thomas (NBC) News 
700 Fred Waring's Orchestra (NBC) 
7:00 I Love A Mystery ICES) Drones 

7:IS Harry James' Orchestra ICES) Mop. 
7:15 John W. Vondercook (NBC) News 
7:30 American Melody Hour (CBS) Music 
7:30 Everything For The Boys (NBC) . 

7:30 Arthur Hole I Mutual) News 
7:30 Metropolitan Opera. U.S.A. (Blue) 
7:45 H. V. Koltenborn (NBC) New, 

8:00 Ford Program (Blue) 
8:00 Big Town (CBS) Drama 
. :00 Johnny P is (NBC) Variety 
8:15 Lam & Abner (Blue) Drama 
8:30 Duffy's (Blue) Variety 
8:30 A Date With Judy (NBC) Drama 

8:30 Judy Canova (CBS) Variety 
835 Hy ) s 

' 9:00 Famous 
Bill enr 

Jury 
(CBS 

Triah 
New 

)Blue( Dramo 
9:00 Mystery Theatre (NBC) Drama 
9:00 Burns & Allen (CBS) Variety 
9:00 Gabriel Heatter (Mutual) News 
9:15 Believe il Or Not (Mutual) 
9:30 Fibber McGee & Molly (NBC) 
9:30 Spotlight Bonds (Blue) Musu. 
10:00 Bob Hope (NBC) Vomit,/ 
10:00 Raymond Gram Swing (Blue( Nees 
:0:30 Red Skelton (NBC) Variety 
11:15 Joan Brooks (CBS) Songs 
11:30 Sinfonietta (Mutual) Music 

Cote Smith Spn.ds )CBSI Nne, 
Words & Music )NBC) Vare,y 
Boat. Corte. (Mutual) Na.., 
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Wednesday's 
HIGHLIGHTS 

*E War Time Indicated. 
Deduct I hour le. Central Time. 
-7 heurs let Pacts* Tlme. 

1.1 Amrisia programs are rebroadcad 
at oria,, times; check local newspapers. 

A.M. 

9 :00 The Breakfast Club (Blue) Music 
9:00 Mirth 8 Madness (NBC) Variety 

10:00 Valiant Lady (CBS) Drama 
10:15 Kitty Foyle (CBS) Drama 
'10:45 Bachelors Children ICBS) Drama 

11:00 Breakfast at Sordi, (Blue) Variety 
11:30 Bright Horizon (CBS) Drorna 
11:30 Gilbert Mortyn (Blue( News 
11:45 David Horom (NBC) Drama 

I :45 Imogene Wolcott IMutual) Ideas 

NOON 
12:00 Kate Smith Speaks (C851 News 
12:00 Boole Carter (Mutual) News 
12:00 Words 8 Music (NBC) Variety 

12:15 Big Sister (CBS) Drama 
12:30 Farm 8 Home Hour (Blue) Variety 
1200 U S. Air Forces Band (NBC) 

1:00 H. R. Boulhoge (Blue) News 
I: 00 Roy Dads, (Mutual) News 
1.15 Mo Perkins (CBS) Drama 
1:30 Luncheon With Lopez (Mutual) Music 
1:30 Bernardine Flynn (CBS) News 
2:00 Guiding Light (NBC) Dram. 
2:30 Ladies. Be Seated (Blue) Variety 
2:45 Perry Mason (CBS] Drama 
3:00 Morton Downey (Blue) Songs 

' 3:00 Mary Marlin (CBS) Drama 
3:00 Woman of Americo (NBC) Drama 
3:15 Mo Perkins (NBC) Drama 
3:30 Yankee House Party (Mutual) Variety 
0:00 Blue Frolics (Blue) Minstrel 
0.00 Backstage Wife /NBC) Drama 
4:30 Westbrook Van Voorhis (Blue) News 
4:45 The Seo Hound (Blue) Deena 
5:00 Hop Harrigan ¡Blue) Drama 
5:(5 Archie Andrews (Mutual) Drama 
' 5:45 Superman (Mutual) Drama 
545 Front Poge Farrell (NBC) Droma 
6:00 Quincy Howe (CBS) News 
6:15 Serenade to America (NBC) 
6:15 Coptoin Tim Healy (Blue) Stories 
6:30 Jack Armstrong (Blue Droa 
7:00 Fred Waring', Orch. 

(Blue) 
Music 

7 -IS Harry James' Orch. (CBS) Music 
7:30 Caribbean Nights (NBC) Music 
7:30 Easy Aces (CBS) Comedy 
7:20 Halls of Montezuma (Mutual) Variety 
1:45 H. V. Keltenborn (NBC) News 

'8:00 Ford Program (Blue) 
9:00 Monty Woolley Show (CBS) Variety 

900 Mr. 8 Mrs. North (NBC) Droma 
I5 Lora & Abner (Blue) Drama 

t:30 Bottle Of The Sexes (Blue) Quiz 
4:30 Dr. Christian (CBS) Drams, 
'9.30 Beat The Bond (NBC) Quiz 

4:30 Dubonnet Dote (Mutual) Music 
455 Bill Henry (CBS] News 
1:00 Eddie Cantor ¡NBC) Variety 
9:00 Frank Sinatra (CBS) Variety 
9:00 Gabriel Heatter (Mutuel) News 
9:30 District Attorney (NBC) Drama 
9:30 Spotlight Bonds (Blue) Drama 
9:30 lack Carson Show (CBS) Variety 
1 30 Soldiers With Wings ¡Mutual) Variety 

10:00 Raymond Grans Swing (Blue) News 
10:00 Great Mnment, In Music (CBS) 
1000 Kay Kyser's Orch, (NBC) Music 
;0:15 Listen To Lulu (Blue) Songs 
u10 S'or For A Night (Blue] 
0:30 Cre,ta Blanca Carnival (CBS) 
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Expert on Dogs 
BOB BECKER KNOWS -AND TEILS -ALL ABOUT CANINE PETS 

rHURS. 6:13 P.M. ICBSI, SAT. 

10:45 A.M. F.W.T. INK) 

WHATEVER a luxury- loving woman might think, Bob Becker is leading the life 
II that would be wish -fulfillment to most men. As outdoor editor of the Chicago 
Trlhurze for the past twenty years and dog expert on the radio for a dozen, 

the former South Dakotan has gone to Alaska to hunt moose and caribou, to 
Georgia, Florida and Louisiana to work with pointers and setters in a sports- 
man's paradise, and fished everywhere -all in the line of business. 

Even before this era of specializing in outdoor sports, the slight, mild - 

looking nature -lover had journeyed far afield in search of scientific specimens 
(a taste developed when his family moved to Beloit,- Wisconsin, nextdoor to 
famed explorer Roy Chapman Andrews), making at least two zoological trips 
to the Amazon for the Field Museum of Natural History. 

Today, however, he concentrates pretty much on animals domestic, breeds 
fine dogs in his own Illinois kennels, writes about them, lectures on them - 
via "Bob Becker's Pet Parade" over NBC, -Chats About Dogs" over CBS - 
and has virtually forgotten all about his little namesake, E10710 J honarien.ri3 
Becker!, the species of bat he discovered in far-off Bolivia a number of years ago. 

BOB THINKS EVERY DOG SHOULD HAVE HIS HOLIDAY - AND BELIEVE IN "SANTA PAWS" 
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BECKER VIRTUALLY TAKES DICTATION FROM HIS CANINE FRIENDS FOR RADIO SCRIPTS 

SMALL WHITE "SKIPPY" AND BIG BLACK 'DAWN OF KEZAR" ARE TWO OF HIS BUDDIES 

Thursday's 
HIGHLIGHTS 

*Eastern War Time Indicated. 
Deduct lhour for Central Moo. -3 heurs for radM, Vow 

(9 Asterisked programs 
s are 

r.braadcost 
M e various times; cc n .papen. 

A.M. 

9:00 Mirth & Madness (NBC) Voriety 
990 The Breakfast Club (Blue) Voriety 

10;00 Valiant Lady (CBS) Dram. 
10:15 Kitty Foyle (CBS) Drama 
I0:45 Bachelor's Children (CBS) Drama 

11:00 Breakfast at Sardi', )Blue) Comedy 
11:15 Second Husband (CBS) Drama 
11:30 Gilbert Martyn (Blue( News 
11:30 Bright Horizon (CBS) Drama 
1145 Imogene Wolcott (Mutual) Ideas 

NOON 

12:00 Kote Smith Speaks (CBS) News 
1290 Boole Carter (Mutual) News 
12:00 Words & Music (NBC) Variety 

12:15 Big Sister (CBS) Dtomo 
12:30 Romance of Helen Trent (CBS) 
190 Ray Dady (Mutual) News 
190 H. R. Baukhage (Blue) News 
1:15 Ma Perkins (CBS) Drama 
1:30 Let's Be Chorming (Mutual) Variety 
1:30 Bernardine Flynn (CBS) News 
1:45 The Goldbergs (CBS) Drama 
2:15 Joyce Jordan. M. D. (CBS) Dromes 
2:30 Ladies. Be Seated (Blue) Variety 
3:00 Morton Downey (Blue) Songs 

3:00 Mary Marlin (CBS) Drama 
3:00 Woman of Americo (NBC) Drama 
3:15 Ma Perkins (NBC) Drama 
4:00 Backstage Wife (NBC) Dram, 
4:00 Blue Frolics (Blue) Music 
4:15 Stella Dallas (NBC) Dram 
4:45 The Seo Hound (Blue) Droma 
5:00 Hop Harrigan (Blue) Drama 
5:15 Archie Andrews (Mutual) Drama 
5:15 Portia Faces Life (NBC) Drama 

5:45 Superman (Mutual) Droma 
5:45 Front Page Farrell (NBC) Drama 
6:00 Ned Calmer (CBS) News 
6:30 Jeri Sullavan (CBS) Song, 
5:45 Lowell Thomas (NBC) News 
790 Fred Waring's Orchestra (NBC) 
7:00 I Love A Mystery (CBS) Drama 
7:15 Harry Jame, Orchestra (CBS) 
7:15 John W. Vandercook (NBC) News 
7:30 Mr. Keen (CBS) Drama 

7:30 Bob Burns (NBC) Variety 
8:00 Maxwell House Coffee Time ( NBC 
a8:00 Suspense (CBS) Drame 
8:00 Ford Program I Blue 
8:15 Lum & Abner (Blue) Liroma 
8:30 Aldrich Family (NBC) Drama 
8:30 America's Town Meeting (Blue) 
B:30 Human Adventure (Mutual) Drama 
8:55 Bill Henry (CBS) News 
9:00 Gabriel Heatter (Mutual) News 
990 Kraft Music Hall (NBC) 
9:00 Major Bowes' Amateur Hour (CBS) 
9:30 Joan Davis (NBC) Variety 
9:30 Dinah Shore (CBS) Variety 
9:30 Spotlight Bands (Blue) Musc 
9:30 Treasure Hour of Song (Mutual' 
10:00 Abbott & Costello (NBC) Varlet, 
10:00 Raymond Clapper (Mutual) News 
1090 Raymond Gram Swing (Blue) News 
10:30 March of Time (NBC) News 

.10:30 Wings To Victory (Blue) Varlets 
10:30 Here's To Romance (CBS) Musa 
11:30 Music of the New World (NBC} 
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Friday's 
HIGHLIGHTS 

*Eastern Wer rime Indkated. 
Deduct I hour ler Central Tlme. - 3 hours ter Parias Time. 

() Asterisked prop ore rebroadcast 
at various check 

programs 
newspaper. 

A. M. 

9:00 
9:00 

10:00 
10:15 

10:45 
11:00 
11:00 
11:15 
11:30 

1 1 :45 

The Breakfast Club (Blue) Variety 
Mirth & Madness (NBC) Variety 
Valiant Lady (CBS) Drama 
Kitty Foyle (CBS) Drama 
Bachelor's Children (CBS) Drama 
Breakfast at Sardi's (Blue) Comedy 
Rood of Life (NBC) Drama 
Second Husband (CBS) Drama 
Gilbert Mortyn (Blue) News 
Imogene Wolcott (Mutual) Ideas 

NOON 

12:00 Kate Smith Speaks (CBS) News 
12:00 Words & Music (NBC) Variety 
12:00 Boole Carter (Mutual) News 

P. M. 

12:15 Big Sister (CBS) Drama 
12:30 Fprm 8 Home Hour (Blue) Variety 
12:30 U. S. Marine Bond (NBC) 

1:00 Roy Dady (Mutual) News 
1:00 H. R. Boukhoge (Blue) News 
1:30 Bernardine Flynn (CBS) News 
1:30 luncheon with Lopez (Mutual) Musk 
1:45 The Goldbergs (CBS) Drama 
2:00 The Guiding Light (NBC) Drama 
2:30 We Love and Learn (CBS) Drama 
2:45 Perry Mason (CBS) Drama 
3:00 Morton Downey (Blue) Songs 

3:00 Mary Marre (CBS) Drama 
3:00 Woman of Americo (NBC) Drama 
3:15 Mo Perkins (NBC) Drama 
3:30 Yankee House Party (Mutual) Variety 
3:30 Pepper Young's Family (NBC) Drama 
4:00 Blue Frolics (Blue) Musc 
4:00 Backstage Wife (NBC) Drama 
4:30 Westbrook Van Voorhis IBlue) News 
4:30 Sentimental Music (Mutual) 
4:45 The Sea Hound (Blue) Drama 
5:00 Hop Harrigan (Blue) Drama 
5:15 Archie Andrews (Mutual) Drama 
5:15 Portia Faces Life (NBC) Oromo 

5:45 Superman (Mutual) Drama 
6:00 Ouiacy Howe (CBS) News 
6:15 Captain Tim Healy (Blue) Stories 

7:00 I Love A Mystery (CBS) Drama 
7:00 Fulton Lewis Jr. (Mutual) News 

7:00 Fred Waring's Orchestra (NBC) 
7:15 John Vandercook (NBC) News 
7:30 Friday On Broadway (CBS) Musk 
7:30 The Lone Ranger (Blue) Drama 
7:45 H. V. Koltenborn (NBC) News 

8:00 Ford Program (Blue) 
.8:00 Kote Smith Hour (CBS) Variety 
8:00 Cities Service Concert (NBC) Musk 

8:15 The Porker Family (Blue) Drama 
8:30 Meet Your Navy (Blue) Variety 
8:30 Hit Parade (NBC) Music 

B:55 Bill Henry (CBS) News 
9:00 Gangbusters (Blue) Drama 

9:00 Gabriel Heotter (Mutual) News 
9:00 Philip Morris Playhouse (CBS) 

9:00 Woltz Time (NBC) Music 
9:30 That Brewster Boy (CBS) Drama 
9:30 People Are Funny (NBC) Quit 
9:30 Spotlight Bonds (Blue) Music 
9:30 Double or Nothing (Mutual) Quiz 

10:00 John Gunther (Blue) News 
10:00 Durants -Moors Show (CBS) Variety 
10:00 Amos B Andy (NBC) Drama 
10:30 Stage Door Canteen (CBS) Variety 
.1:15 Joan Brooks (CBS) Songs 
.1:30 Music Hall (NBC) 
11:30 Mrs. Miniver (CBS) Drama 
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BESSIE 
INFORMAL COMMENTS PROVIDE A "WINDOW 

HEN Bessie Beatty first started chatting about people and places over New 
MI York's WOR, she was afraid that a morning audience might resent her -and 
the "glamorous" life she described. Instead, however, as many letters from ad- 

mirers prove, housewives have identified themselves with the charming, grey - 
haired commentator, and feel their own horizons broadened through this contact 
with a wider world. 

Not that the busy reporter's life is as free as it appears on the air. Actually, 
preparations for each 45- minute session of "easy' adfibbing take an entire day - 
and a long one at that. Ar eight in the morning, the energetic former newspaper - 

woman and actor -husband William (Bill) Sauter leave the five -story brownstone, 
which houses both home and offices, and start for the studio. From then till 
11:30 P.M., when the devoted couple, still together, return from covering a play, 
there's scarcely an unfilled moment for personal relaxation. Moreover, the day's 
chores are not ended -from midnight to 2 A.M. is the time indefatigable Miss 
Bratty regularly devotes to reading the books she reviews on her broadcasts. 
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ACTOR -HUSBAND BILL SAUTER ENJOYS 'JOSHING MISS BEATTY ON THE DAILY BROADCASTS 

MANY BRIDES BORROW MISS BEATTY'S LUCKY SIXPENCE TO WEAR IN THEIR WEDDING SHOES 

BEATTY 
ON THE WORLD- FOR BUSY HOUSEWIVES 

TUNE IN MON. TNRU FRI. 10:13 A.M. E.W.T. MORI 

Hard as the schedule seems, Bessie Beatty loves it These hours of preparation 
are not spent on a cold script, but keeping up with every aspect of life for her 
hearers: visiting a picture gallery or housing project, trying out recipes, getting 
new ideas for interior decoration, and above all, meeting people -colorful people, 
people of achievement. Moreover, the program itself is always exciting, for the 
brisk and smiling emcee never knows what her guests may say, or even how she 
herself is going to cover all of her I2 sponsor. 

In fact, Miss Beatty insists that radio broadcasting is the most intriguing and 
rewarding job she's ever had. And that's saying a great deal, for this gracious lady 
of the air has had a distinguished career as writer, editor of women's magazines, 
'behind the news" journalist, world traveler. and war correspondent on the 
Russian front during the last World War 

In spite of this cosmopolitan background, Bessie Bratty s radio success is based 
on complete understanding of the problems and interests of the American woman 
at home -an understanding she explains by her streak of "incurable domesticity. 

Saturday's 
HIGHLIGHTS 

*Eastern wa, rime Indicated 
Deduct 'now for Centro) -3 hovel lar Pisca, reme. 

() Aderiakd D'oy'en,. me mbomeeed 
al vedes Know deck local eewspepen. 

A. M. 

8:30 Missus Goes A.Shopping (CBS) 
9:00 The Breakfast Club (Blue) Variety 
9:00 Music From Manhattan (NBC) 

10:00 Youth On Parade (CBS) Variety 
10:00 Rood To Danger (NBC) Drama 
10,00 Songs Of A Dreamer (Blue) Variety 
10:30 Green Hornet (Blue) Drama 

10:45 Becker's Pet Parade (NBC) 
11:00 Hook 'N' Ladder Follies (NBC) 
11:00 Onstage Everybody 'Blue) Variety 
11:05 Let's Pretend (CBS) Drama 
11:30 Lond Of The Lost (Blue) Drama 
11:30 Fashions In Rations ICES) 
11:30 "Hello Mom" (Mutual) Variety 
11:30 Lighted Windows (NBC) Drama 

NOON 

12:00 Music Room (NBC) 
1200 Blue Playhouse (Blur', 
12:00 Hockey Hall (Mutual) Variety 
12,00 Theatre Of Today ICES) 

P. M. 

12:15 
12:30 

:00 
:00 
:00 
:30 
:30 
:30 

2:00 
2:00 
3:30 

5:00 
S:30 
5:30 
6:00 
6:00 
6:1S 
6:30 
6:30 
6:45 
6:45 
6:45 
6:55 
7:00 
7:00 

7:30 
7:30 

8:00 
8:00 

8:00 
8:15 

8:30 
8:30 
8:30 
8:55 

9:00 
9,00 
9:00 
9:30 
9:30 
9:45 

1000 
10:00 
10:00 
10:15 
10:15 
10:15 
11:00 
11:15 
11:15 

Consumer's Time (NBC) Advice 
Farm & Home Hour (Blue) Variety 
Horace Heidt (Blue) 
Hero's To Youth (NBC) Dram(' 
Campana Serenade (CBS) Music 
Luncheon With Lope: (Mutual) 
The Bmuers (NBC) Drama 
Aunt Jemima (CBS) Music 
Roy Shield (NBC) Music 
Metropolitan Opera (Blue) 
Army.Navy Houseporty (Mutual) 

Variety 
Navy Bulletin Board (Mutual) 
Casar Saerchinger (NBC) News 
Mother B Dad (CBS( Mus. 
I Sustoin The Wings (NBCI 
Quincy Howe (CBS) News 
People's Platform )CBS( Forum 
Hawaii Calls (Mutual) Variety 
Curt Massey (NBC) Musc 
The World Today (CBS) News 
Religion In The News (NBCI 
Leon. Henderson )Bluel New, 
Bob Trout (CBS) No., 
Man Behind The Gun (CBS) Drama 
What's New (Blue) Variety 
Grond Ole ODrr (NBC) Variety 
Thanks To The Yanks )CRS( Ouir 
Blue Ribbon Town (CBS) Variety 
Abies Irish Rose (NBC) Drama 
Ford Program (R:,n.. 
Boston Symphony (Bi.in 
Inner Sanctum (CBS) Drama 
Truth or Consequences (NBCI Qu.. 
Cisco Kid (Mutual) Drin,:. 
Ned Calmer (CBS) No. 
Hit Parade (CBS) Mus, 
Theatre of The Air (Mutual) Min. 
Notional Born Dance (NBC) Varlet 
Spotlight Bands (Blue) Mus., 
Con You Top This /NBC) Our. 
Jessica oragonette (CBS) Muse 
Royal Arch Gunnison (Mutual) No. 
John Gunther (Blue) New, 
Million Dollar Bond (NBC) Munr 
Correction Please (CBS) O -,', 
Army Service Forces (Blunt 
Bond Wagon (Mutual) buriel, 
Motor George Fielding Eliot (CBS, 
Dance Orchestra (CBS. 
Dance Music (Blue 
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l:I,l:C'l' ()NICS 
YOUR JOB, YOUR HOME, YOUR CLOTHES, AND YOUR AMUSEMENTS 

ARE BEING REVOLUTIONIZED BY THIS WONDER -WORKING SCIENCE 

WAT is electronics? We are told that by means of this 
. w science man can perform such miracles as frying 

on a cake of ice, or heating one end of a paper clip 
whtic the other end remains cool. But these feats, though 
spectacular, are not the most useful applications. 

Actually, every layman is already familiar with electronics. 
Each time you switch on your radio, hear your favorite star 

talk in a movie, or turn on a fluorescent light, you are mak- 
ing electronics your servant. The well -known "electric eye" 
opens a door for you as you approach it, stops an elevator 
as it reaches floor level, or sets off a burglar alarm when a 

prowler passes through a door or window. 
In many other unseen ways, electronics is affecting your 

life right now. This science has not only given us the begin- 
nings of television, but has revealed for medical study the 
hitherto -unseen influenza virus. It is controlling the operation 
of party -line and long- distance telephone service, the cutting 
and printing of food -packaging materials and postage stamps, 
and the filling of beer and soda bottles. In research labora- 
tories and behind the scenes of industry, ingenious devices 
are hard at work photographing invisible molecules, analyz- 
ing and sorting minute color variations (estimated to be able 
to distinguish as many as 2,000,000 different ones), or taking 
measurements that are accurate to I /10,000 of an inch. 

These devices have human -or superhuman -senses. They 
can see, hear, feel and even smell. Phenomena which are 

completely beyond man's normal power to grasp are easily 
detected by them - they can hear the faintest sounds around 
the earth, feel a hidden speck of metal in a sheet of paper, 
see through fog and the black of night, or peer deep into 
the inner structure of metal castings and the fascinating sub - 
nsicrosropic world of things completely invisible to the eye. 

THE "RADIO NAIL" GUN ol spot gluer is used instead of tanks or 
staples to bond thin veneers of wood. A charge of current, shot 
through the topmost layer, loins it to the sheet below by form. 
mg a bond in the glue previously spread between the SCUM'S. 
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Electronics is helping to win the war, both on the fighting 
fronts and on the production front. Electronics will help to 
cushion the shocks of postwar readjustments by applying the 
results of wartime research and engineering to the produc- 
tion of scores of new or improved peacetime commodities, 
thus providing thousands of jobs for returning service men 
and displaced war workers. Electronics will enrich the future 
of mankind with products and services verging on the mira- 
culous, not only enhancing our enjoyment of life, but also 
increasing the security of men and nations by expanding their 

- resources and annihilating more and more of the barriers of 
time and space. 

The demands of military security restrict, for the present, 
what may be said about the numerous applications of elec- 

tronics on the fighting fronts. It is no secret, however, that 
every American naval vessel is equipped with electronic 
sound systems which carry orders, warnings and signals 
throughout the ship; that radio sending and receiving ap- 

paratus is used on ships and planes and tanks and even as 

part of the personal equipment of parachute troops and other 
special units. Electronic direction finders and other specific 
types of equipment are also playing vital roles. 

On the home front, various industrial applications of 
electronics are speeding production by cutting heating and 
other processes from hours ro minutes. New inventions have 
improved such operations as hardening, annealing, temper- 
ing, welding and soldering metals; pre -heating plastic ma- 

terials for molding; bending veneers in the manufacture of 
plywood; seaming thermoplastic- coated fabrics; drying tex- 
tiles and matching dyes. Various devices are saving materials 
by making possible the utilization of different substances and 

by reducing rejects, as well as saving man -hours by eliminat- 
ing safety hazards and controlling automatic operations. It's 
electronics, too, that makes possible the increased efficiency 

and strengthened morale brought about by informative and 

recreational uses of radio, plant broadcasting systems (in- 
cluding industrial music service), and sound motion pictures. 

In order to understand how electronics works, let's turn 
to our old friend, the radio. First of all, electrons, in com- 

bination with other particles called protons and neutrons, 

make up all marrer -- the chair in which you're sitting, the 
paper on which this is printed, and everything else, including 
your own body. When you switch on your radio, ordinary 
electric current flows into the wire filament in the electron 

tube and the resulting heat "boils" electrons out of the 

cathode (sometimes the wire itself, but usually a coated 

sleeve through which the wire runs), in much the sai a way 

that heat boils steam out of water. Voltages applied to other 

tuns of tIK tube asntrol the direction, anxsunt and speed 

of the free electrons. 
Electronics may be defined, then, as the science of Iteeing 

invisible particles of electricity from mater and putting them 
to work. But heat is not the only means of freeing electrons. 

In the "electric eye," for example, these particles of electricity 
are liberated by throwing light on one of the electrodes of 
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"SEWING" 1NERMOftAS1I(S with radio current instead of needle and 
thread is demonstrated by Carol Weatherly of RCA. while Dr. 
George Brown looks on. The thertrnplanit.toted material is 
rmly tonics! by the generation of best in the fabric itself. 

the tube. The flow of electrons is stopped whenever the light 
is interrupted. It is this interruption of a light beam that 
controls the mechanism which opens a door for you or counts 
the traffic going through a tunnel. 

The following important principles embodied in various 
kinds of electron tubes make possible the numerous and 
varied applications of electronics: 

I. Electrons can be controlled in a tube by the application 
of a very small amount of energy. 

2. The energy required may be applied in a variety of 
forms - -for example, the light beam which controls a photo- 
cell ( "electric eye"), the radio signals picked up by your 
aerial, or the vibration of a microphone diaphragm. 

S. The energy represented by the controlled electrons can 
be used to control a larger amount of energy, which in turn 
can be used to control a still larger amount. By a series of 
such steps, prior to conversion of the electrical energy into 
other forms, the original control may be applied to useful 
amounts of sound, light, heat or mechanical energy. 

And what of tomorrow? Does our imposing list of things 
electronics has done and is doing suggest that there are no 
more wonders to be expected of this science? Not at all! 
Electronics is already a lusty infant, but an infant nonethe- 
less, with a long and fruitful life Stretching ahead through 
our generation and many more to come. 

Probably the first great popular development will be in 
the field of television. Leaders in the industry already see 

the possibility of producing a good home television receiver 
that could be sold for about 8200 in the immediate postwar 
period, barring excise taxes, changes in standards or inflation. 
ary costs. Television broadcasting facilities already exist in 
New York, Philadelphia, Albany -Schenectady, Chicago and 

Los Angeles, and it is believed that more stations will be 

established and commercial programs made available as soon 

as the marketing of such a receiver can be assured. 

Thomas F. Joyce, manager of the Radio. Phonograph and 
Television Department of RCA, recently forecast that within 
five years after the commercial resumption of television, net- 

work and individual stations in I S7 key cities of the United 
States should be making television program service available 

to 17.252,000 wired homes, or about 60 per cent of all homes 
in the country. By the end of the fifth year, he said, it is 

likely that engineers will have developed low cost automatic 
rebroadcasting transmitters, requiring no human attention 
except for periodic inspection and servicing, to be used for 
picking up and relaying television programs to areas beyond 
the direct reach of transmitters in the 157 key cities. Other 
important technical developments promise to eliminate re- 
strictions imposed by poor lighting (as in the telecasting of 
out -of -door sporting events), and look toward ultimate 
perfection of techniques for telecasting in natural color. 

For the more distant future, possibilities are virtually un- 
limited. As David Sarno& president of the Radio Corpora. 
non of America, has predicteçl, the day may come when every 
person will have his own little radio station tucked away in 
his locket, to hear and to communicate with his home or 
office as he walks along the street. Tiny electron tubes may 
make it, possible to design radio receivers and transmitters no 
larger than a fountain pen or cigarette case. People may even 

carry televison screens on their wrists as they now tarry 
watches. 

Radio- vision will have many uses, Mr. Sarnod stated, 
serving wherever sight is needed. For instance, it will be 
used to prevent collisions on highways and railroads, on sea 

lanes and on the airways. With sensitive radio ear and eye 

to guide them, the great stratoliners will have super -human 
powers of both sight and hearing as they speed through 
space with passengers and freight. As radio made the world a 

whispering gallery, television will make it a world of mirrors 

Alt AND WATER -TIGHT FEATURES ,d radio seams" are demonstrated 
by Miss Weatherly, a. 

s 

she stands stn an inflated hag of the 

fabric without bursting the' seams. This special material is nu 

used in manufacturing taineuats, halltnns and fool wrappings. 
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RADIO HUMOR 

Phil Harris: Does Fred Allen 
always talk through his nose? 

Jack Benny: Yes, he's the only co- 
median that tells them and smells 
them at the same time. 

-lack Boron Show (NBC) 

Joseph CaIleia: Just between you 
and me, isn't love silly? 

Werrenrath G. Werrenrath: Be- 

tween you and me it would be ridic- 
ulous. 

Sags Dao. Garrett (CBS) 

John Gart: I got ro the party too 
late for egg -nog. 

Julia Sanderson: Oh, that's a shame. 

John Gift: And they insulted me by 
offering me beer. 

Julia Sanderson: What did you do? 
John Gart: Swallowed the insult! 

Lat'i Be Charwag (Mrtral) 

Gracie Allen: Brother Willie is 

going to be a bombardier so I'm going 
to send hi¡n a bucket of waste kitchen 
fat. 

George Burns: What for? 
Gracie Allen: Brother Willie will 

drop the grease on the streets of Ber- 
lin and hundreds of Germans will slip 
and fall -and boy, will that make 
those Heinies sore! 

- -Rdro Hall of Fame (Blas) 

Joe Laurie: My girl's very handy 
and economical. She just made herself 
a dress from some old drapes she had. 
I took her out to a play last night 
and when the usher called out, -Cur- 
tain going up"- -she fainted! 

-Car Yom Top nil? (NBC) 

Phil Baker: They've got a new 
spelling for the German capital. They 
now spell it B- E- R -I -N. The Allied 
Air Force has bombed the 'L' out of it. 

-Tais lt Or Lsaes lt (CBS) 

Florence Halop: Wait 'oil Archie 
hears you're married. He doesn't know 
it yet. 

Dinah Shore: That's funny. It was 
in most of the papers. 

Florence Halop: Was it printed in 
the racing results? 

nrgyt talc.) 
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WITH THE NATION'S STATIONS 

OMAHA, NEN.- Sfatken KOII -They're never too young ur nisi green to join the apprentice 

training program at KOIL. Two-year.old Carl Bates, son of studio supervisor Al Bates. may 

have os so on a desk to reach the mike, but can sport earphones and a pencil with authority. 

::It the Riglit Foods 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-- Station WIIIE- -Patio -cast Peu looks on enviously as announcer Wally 
Nehrling samples me of Chef Dick Suints culinary concoctions. Foiidcaster Dick purs years 

't i.- .murant i-v prrivoce to good use .,n his homemaker broadcast. FAT norially Speaking. 
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CINCINNATI, O.- Station WCNY -Ren Davis, news edttor-m-chirt, measures the heels which got 

WCKY beauty contest winner Jean Winkler a ph as a Powers model. Told at first that she 

v... n, short for modeling. Jean bought the highest heels she could find and applied again 

DES MOINES, IOWA -SMNa UNT An eight -hour volunteer lob of sorting corn, when regular 
tarns help was u.vailable, won good neighbor awards for Fort Des Moines Sgt. Eileen 

Stuart. Lr. Dorothy Leavitt and Pfc. lanrenune Plerssner trim farm evl li,s,rd l.anghu 

RADIO FACTS 

Pilots of scouting planes in war 
zones are experimenting with a new 

compact type of sound- recorder. It en- 

ables the observer to dictate what hi 
sees into a small microphone instead 
of using the customary pad and pencil. 
More than an hour of continuous 
talking can he recorded on the devices 
two miles of hair -like wire --wire so 

thin that it is all wound on a spool the 
size of a doughnut. 

Network broadcasting had its 
humble beginnings only 21 years ago. 

The first "network" program, aired 
over a twostation ''chain," was a five - 
minute saxophone solo entitled "Love 
Light in Your Eyes," broadcast over 
New York's WEAF and transmitted 
to WNAC in Boston 

Rural listeners who find inter- 
ference at night, on stations they hear 

clearly in the daytime, can blame it on 
the sunset. It seems that, after dark, 
a phenomenon occurs 'far above the 
earth's surface which causes the up- 
ward- traveling sky -waves of all sta- 

tions to be bent back toward the earth. 
The reflected waves of two local sta- 

tions often conflict, resulting in dual 
reception at a single point on the radio 
dial. 

British comedians are finding it 
no easy task to amuse the public and 

at the same time keep within the rigid 
codes of the government- operated Brit 
ish Broadcasting Corporation. Jokes 

arc forbidden on such varied subjects 

as alcoholic drinks, service women, the 

black market and American soldiers - 
all old standbys of U. S. gagsters 

RADIOQUIZ ANSWERS 
(Dula on page 2) 

t -(C) I Love a Mystery. 2. -(B) 
Dinah -the girl is Dinah Shore. t - 
(A) Mrs. Nussbaum -the comedian 
is Fred Allen. 4 (II) Lulu Belle 
and Scotty. S -(B) Mortimer Snerd 
6-(C) Hobby Lobby -emcee i 

Dave Elman. 7 -(C) Why, Daddy' 
-the `child" is Baby Snook. ii 
(A) Malur Bowes 
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ALPHABETICAL INDEX TO POPULAR PROGRAMS 
TUNE IN has listed in alphabetical order the most popular progroms. They are arranged either by the headliner 
or the name of the program. For example we hove listed Fred Woring rather than " P)eosure Time With Victory Tones." 

NBC it limed (N); CBS (C); B!.. Network (B); MBS (M). Tna, is EIT'T. 
Deists 1 boor /or CET-3 born /or PWT. 

A 
Abbott 6 Catelle Thum IP.00 P.M. (N) 
Ah,.. IAA Rom . Sot. 8:00 P.Y. (N) 
Ac... Cary Wed 7:30 P.M. (C) 
Aldrich Family Thun. 8:30 P.M. (N) 

*All Time Hit Parada Fri 8:30 P.M. (N) 
American M.ledy Heur Tues 7:30 P.M. (C) 
Amos 6 Andy Fn. 10:00 P.M. (N) 
Archie Andrew. MTWTF 9.15 P.Y. (M) 
Army Hour Sun. 3:30 P.M. IN) 

Borblor'. Children MTWTF 10:45 A.M. (C) 
Basin Street Sun 9:15 P.M. (B) 

Battl of the Sexes Wed. 8.30 P.M. (B) 
e.nhboa. H. R. MTWTF 1:00 P.M. (B) 

Beat The Band Wed. 8:30 P.M. (N) 
Bonny. lock .Sun. 7:00 P.M. (N) 
Big Sster MTWTF 12:15 P.M. (C) 

Bio Town Tues 8:00 P.M. (C) 
Blind Dat. Mn. 8:30 P.M. (B) 

Blondi. Mon. 7:30 P.M. (C) 
Blue Ribbon Town Sat. 8:00 P.Y. (C) 
Boswell. Conan Wed. 7:00 P.M. (B) 
Bow... Maio, Thun. 9:00 P.Y. (C) 
Breakfast Club MTWTF 9:00 A.M. (B) 
Breakfast at Sardis. MTWTF 11:00 A.M. (B) 
Bright Horizon MTWTF 11:30 A.M. (C) 
Bulldog Drummond .Sun. 3:30 P. M. (M) 
Burn. 6 Allen Tue.. 9:00 P.M. (C) 
Bo m.. Bob Thur.. 7:30 P.M. (N) 

C 
Calmer. Ned Mon to Fri. 11:00 P.M. (C) 
cmpono Se,enad. Sat. 100 P.M. (C) 

Canna. Judy Tues. 8:30 P.M. (C) 
Cantor. Eddf. Wed. 9:00 P.M. (N) 
Con You Top This? Sat 9:30 P.M. (N) 
Carnation Hour Mon. 1000 P.M. (N) 
Canon. lack Wed. 9:30 P.M. (C) 
Catholic Hour Sun. 6:00 P.M. (N) 

*Cavalcade of America Mon. 8:00 P.M. (N1 
Ceiling Unlimited Sun 2:00 P.M. (C) 
Che.. 6 Sanborn Hour Sun. 8:00 P.M. (N) 
Chicago Round Table Sun. 1:30 P.M (N) 
Chicago Theah. .Sot. 9:03 P.M. (M) 

Chrition. Dr. Wed. 8:30 P.M. (C) 
Coon Kid Sot 8:30 P.M. (M) 
Citi.. Sonic. Gernert Fri. 8:00 P.M. (N) 
Clapp.r. Raymond 

Mon 6 Thun. 10:00 P.M. (M) 
Correction Please .. Sot 10:15 P.N. (C) 
Counter Spy Mon. 9:00 P.M. IB) 
Cime Doctor .Sun. 8:30 P.M. IC) 
C,o.by. Bing Thun 9:00 PM. (N) 

D 
Douas. Stile MTWTF 4:15 P.M. (N) 

Dateline Fri. 7:15 P.M. (C) 
Dote With Indy Tun. 8:30 P. M. (N) 
Davis. loon Thur. 9:30 P.M. (N) 

Death Valley Day Thurs. 8:30 P.M. (C) 
Double or Nothing Fri. 9:30 P M (M) 
Downey. Morten MTWTF 3:00 P.M (B) 
Dr. I. Q. Mon 9:30 P.M. (N) 
Dragon.tte. lessfca Sat 9:45 P.M (C) 
Dubow,. Date Wed 930 P.M (MI 

Duey' i.:.n 8.30 P M (B) 
Duran,.. Timmy n, man PM ICI 

E 

Ed Sullivan Mon 7 15 P M (C) 
Mery Qon Sat 7:30 P M IN) 

Fom... Jury Trial. Tun 9:00 P.M. (B) 
Fidle,. Jimmy Sun 9:4S PM. (B) 
Tod Nights Son 6:0 PM. IM) 
Foch Bandwagon .:, 730 PM INI 

*Ford Program SMTWTFS 8:00 P.M. (B) 
Front Page FoneN. MTWTF 5:45 P.M. (N) 
Fun Valley Sun 4:00 P M. (B) 

G 
Gmgbusbm Fri. 9:00 P.M. (B) 
Gay Ninetios Revue Moo. 8:30 P.M. (C) 
Gen. Motes Sympbo.y. Sun. 5:0 P.M. (N) 
God(ny. Ashur M to S. 6:30 A.M. (C) 
Goldberg.. The MTWTF (:45 P.M. (C) 
Goodyear Show Sun. 8:00 P.M. IC) 

*Great GiIdnleoo One 6:30 P.M. (N) 
Grent Moments Wed. 10:00 P.M. (C) 
Greva Hornet Th. Sat. 10:30 A.M. (B) 

*Grand Ole Opry Sat. 7:30 P.M. (N) 

Heartr. Gabriel M. to F. 9:00 P.Y. (M) 
Heidi. Horace Mon. 7:00 P.M. (B) 
Helen Trent MTWTF 12:30 P.M. (C) 
Here's Te Bemmee Thun. 10:30 P.M. (CI 
1811. Edwin C. Tues. 8:15 P.M. IC) 

*Hit Parade .Sat. 9:00 P.M. (C) 
Hop., Bob Tues. 10:00 P.M. (N) 
Hot Copy Sm. 3:30 P.M. (B) 
Hour o( Charm ...Sun. 10:00 P.M. (N) 
Howe. Quincy MTWF Sat. 8:00 P.M. IC 
Human Adventure Thun. 8:30 P.M. (M 

1 Lo.. a Mystery MTWTF 7:00 P.M 
Iolormorioo Please Mon. 10:30 P.M 

Inner Sanctum Sat. 8:30 P.M 

lack Armstrang. MTWTF 5:30 P.M 
lam... Harry. Tun. to Thum. 7:15 P.M 

January. Loh . MTWTF 5:30 A.M 
1rge.'. leurarl. Sm. 9:00 P.M 
Joyce (ordain M.D. . MTWTF 2:15 P M 

t 

(C) 
(N) 
(C) 

(B) 
(C) 
(C) 
(B) 
(C) 

Baltenbon. H. V. MTWTF 7:45 P.M. (N) 
Bey. Sammy .Wed. 8:0 P.M. (C) 
epsaks Sun. 0:30 P.M. (B) 
Sitty Foyle MTWTF 10:15 A.M. (C) 
Rostelanet. Andre Sun. 4:30 P.M. IC) 
By..r. Bay Wed 10:00 P.M (N) 

Lvris. Fulton. Jr. MTWTF 7:00 P.M IM) 
Lila Can Be Beautihrl MTWTF 100 P.M. (C) 
Life of Riley Sun 3:00 P.M. (B) 
Light of the Wedd MTWTF 2:30 P.M. lN) 
Lon Ranger Mon.. Wed . Fn. 7:30 P.M. (B) 

Lopes. Vincent M. to S. 1:30 P.M. (M) 
Lum and Abner M to Thurs. 8:15 P.Y. IBl 

Lutheran Hour Sun. 1:30 P M (M) 
Lux Radio Theatre Moe 9:00 P M. (CI 

M 
Ma Perkins MTWTF 1.15 P M. (C) 
Melon.. Tod MTWTF 1:30 P.M. (B) 

Man Behind Um Gun Sat. 7:0) P.M. IC) 
Mae. Merry Go Roved Sun 9:00 P.M. (N) 
March of Tim Thurs. Thu. 10:30 P.M IN) 

Marlin. Mary MTWTF 3:00 P.M. (C) 
Maxwell House Time Thurs. 8:00 P.M (N) 
McGee. Fibber 6 Molly Tun. 9:30 P M (NI M.t Your Ne.y Fri. 8:30 P.M. (BI 
Metropolitan Opera Sol. 2:00 P.M. (131 

Million Dollar Band Sot 10:00 P.M lb)) 
Moo,e. Garry Fn. 10:00 P.M. (C) 
Mr. District Attorney W.I. 9:30 P.M. (N) 
Mr. Keen Thure. 7.30 P M (C) 

Mr. 6 Mrs. North Wed 8:00 P.M INI 
Music Hall Fri 11:30P.M. IN) 
Mrorr n.,,.. Tor. 9110 P M IN) 

N 
National earn Dance Sas 9:W PM. IN) 
National Farm 6 Home Now 

M to S. 12:30 P.M. IBI 
National Vosper. Sun. 2:30 P.M. (BI 
Nw York Philharmedc Sun. 3:00 P.M. (CI 
Night Editor Thun 8:15 PM INI 

O 
One Mao'. Family Sun 830 P.M (N) 

Pau That R,..h Sua. 4:30 P.M. (C) 
Pnnon. D. Sun. 7:00 P.M. (B) 

Pimple Are Fumy Fri. 9:30 P.Y. (N) 
Perry Mason MTWTF 2:45 P.N. (C) 

Philip Morris Playhouse. Fn. 9:00 P.N. (CI 
Portia Face. Life MTWTF 5:15 P.M. INI 

Q 
Quia Bid. Sun. 7:30 P.L. (BI 

Radio Hall of Fm. 
Radio Reader' Digest 
Rlon Tbatre 

Sm. 6:00 P.M. (B) 
Sun. 9:00 P.Y. (C) 
Sun 10(10 P M. (Bt 

Saerchingr. Cesar Sot. 5:30 P.M. IN) 
Salt Lab Tabernacle Sm. 12:00 Noon ICI 
Screen Guild Players Mon. 10:00 P.M. ICI 
Second Hub ®d MTWTF 11:15 A.M. IC) 
Sherlock Holmes Mm. 8:30 P.M. (MI 
Shor.. Dinah Thurs. 9:30 P.M. IC) 
St).., Th.otr Sun. 6:00 P.M. (C) 

* Simms. Giney Tun. 8:00 P.M. IN) 
Sinatra. Fronk Wed 9.00 P.M. ICI 
Skelton. Bed Tuts 10:30 P M IN) 
Smith. Kam MTWTF 12:00 Noon IC) 
Soldier. With Wing. Wed. 9:30 P.M. (MI 
S othnaire. Sun. 10:30 A M. IBI 
Spotlight Band. M to S. 9:30 P.M (B) 
stag Door Contemn Fn. 10:30 P.M. ICI 
Superman MTWTF 5:45 P.M. (M) 

Sospens. Thun 8:00 P.M (C) 
Swartbout Wady. Sun 5:00 P M (CI 

ink It or L It Sun 10:00 P.M IC) 
Tl.phone Hour Mon. 9:00 P.M. INI 
Tmolato.. Alec Wad. 10:30 P M. (CI 
Texaco Theatr Sun. 9:30 P.M (CI 

*flanks to b. Yank. Sat. 7:30 P.M (C) 
TM Shadow Sun. 5:30 P.M. (M) 
Thin Man Sun 10.30 P M (C) 
This I. Fort Die Sun. 3:00 P M 

Thomas. Lewd' MTWTF 6:45 P M 
Today' Children MTWTF 2:15 P M 

Tows Meting Thun 8:30 P M 
Truth or Consequence Sat 8.30 P M 

V 
Valiant Lady MTWTF 10:00 A M 
Vand.rceok. (oho MIWTF 7:15 P.M 
Vio and Sad. MTWTF 11:15 A M 
Voice of Fanion. Mon 9.30 P.M 
Vox Pop Mon 900 P 

(M) 
(N) 
(N) 
(8) 
(Ni 

(C) 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
ICI 

W 
Waltz Tim Fri 900 P.M IN) 

Wari.o. Fred MTWTF 7:00PM IN) 
We Tb Pende Sun. 7:30 P M. (C) 
We.tingbou Prege.= Sun. 230 PM (NI 
What's New Sat 700 P.M (P) 
Wn A Girl Manies MTWTF 5:00 P M. (N) 
Wing. Io Victory Thum 10:30 P.M. IR) 
Woolley. Monty W.d 9 W P M Ir:l 

1) Asterisked pros/Tans v ...broadcast at 
arions om: check local newoa e. n. 
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L( O BUY 

SALE . -THREE 
FOLKST 

ONE THING 
FOR 

ICE GOES UP SKYHIGH 

AND SO THE PR 

, 

WITH PRICES HIGH YOU WANT A RAISE - 

STARTS A GREATER SPENDING 
CRAZE! 

THAT STA 
OP 

UP 

DP P/ INFLATION 

THIS CRAZY 
WHIRS 

!WRECK A NATION 

AND IT ALONE CAN 

Seven things you should do: 

1. Buy only 2. Pay no more 3. Pay off old 4. Support 5. Provide for 6. Don't ask 7. Buy all the 
what you than ceiling debts and higher taxes the future with more money War Bonds 
really need prices...buy avoid making ...pay them adequate life for goods you you can afford - 

rationed goods 
cay with stamps 

new ones willingly insurance 
and savings 

sell or 
work you do 

and keep them 

Keep prices down ... use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do without 
This advertisement, prepared by the War Advertising Council, le contributed by this magarine in cooperation with the Magartne Publishers of America. 
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How to Move Moscow Three Thousand Miles ... in Six Seconds 

7:21 :00 P. M., Eastern War Time. I . wil.ulrs. ou t 

\ IS(' "Ne... of the 1\ oeil lìonudul . :, coiee gill .a 
"This i. \los,ow ..." 

In t control nnnu at Radia ('ils' in New York. a mana 

casually exchanges a (ew wont. W i l l i \ie,e,c ill a test cou- 
verai ion. The air er :o-klr. it h a harsh. miplea :ant sound. 

7:21:15. The man, Iurns lo a teletype al:whine linked lo 
Ill -hart aaVI` It.l,uin¢ In 1 ill Saul Finn i.eo. Ile tvpr. 

ont: " \Io., -w reeeplion paw:. Any better in fiait Fran? 
7:21:32. Thu answer (rum Sao, Priori-4o: " \L..eow clear 

7:22:50. The -i.u:d is given lo reverse the relay. InI wren 
Ne Ynrrk anal "sri FrtIllekv. 
7 :22:56. The reverse i. complet cals 

7:23:00..\ voice saut- 'hhis i. \Io.eow 
of .latteri,aas hear n Blear report front the Ilus.i:ul capital. 

I., six seeouds. auk tu to the li.t,u,r. \I ,c:u 
ed three Ihnn.:utrl mil, from eal from 

\,,c York In Saut Pr.uuei.eu. 

. \I \ii('. .moot It-running larfeeli,n.i.nt like that is part 
and parcel of .'eery pr.e_r.,m, erery I,rotuleast, ecru/ art is it s 
carried on by .1nnriea'- oldest and mast popular net ,cork. 

For the nation'. hi__-at :u15 eel i.rr., who are client 
N If l', it hat. meant more depends Llr and more t m t_ras -i, r 
sere ire Ihrnu_hout: it ha. tell I lu 1,.I in tie] work hro:al- 
ea.liutt at their full dipo.;d. 

For the li.touer, it has nn:u,l more enlerlaining and 
iul eresi in_ pr_rauu., wider iu ..-olte, nietter in t loir ev ter 
:nul .n11.L,rtion. 

.. TheAw are' ..oar of l/n' /him/.. (hot L',' .\'6t -The 
Network .111rrl l'- .l. f,irlen In .I/.. t." 

-The National Broadcasting Company 
America's No. 1 Network -A SERVICE OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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